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F0RECAS1
Okanagan. Llllooft and Thomp- 
Eon regions; Cloudy, wldcly-*cat^ 
tered snowshowers today and 
Saturday. LitUo temperature 
change. Winds south 20 in valiews 
decreasing to light tonight.
HIGH AND LOW
I*r^cte<l low. andt high tern* 
t>eratures Saturday at Kelowna, 
Penticton. Katnloops aiid Lytton, 
35 and 40. Temperatures record* 
, ed .Thursday at Kelowna, 43 and 
30.





OTTAWA (CP) — A 10-year 
average of priefes for farm price 
stabilization will be proposed by 
the government instead of the 
three years embodied in a bill 
now before the Commons, Agri­
culture Minister Harkness an­
nounced today.
Mr, Harkness-gave this infor­
mation to the Commons as his 
stabilization measure came up for 
second reading—approval in prin­
ciple. He said amendments will 
be moved when the bill reaches 
the committee-of-the-whole stage.
As it now stands, the bill would 
provide for assured floor prices 
for nine key, commodities at a 
level no lower than 80 per cent of 
average prices in the three years 
preceding any support year.
The measure would make man- 
datoty supports on cattle, hogs, 
sheep, butter, cheese, eggs and 
non-prairie wheat, oats and bar­
ley, and give the government 
power to bring in support prices 
on any other farm product.
THIEVES STOOP TO NEW LOW; 
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS STOLEN
Thieves, believed to he juveniles or teenagers, stooped 
to a new low some time last night when they stole all 
the lights off a trep in front of Christ Lutheran Church.
‘ The tree, erected and dccoll-ated with strings o f  lights 
yesterday, this morning looked just like an ordinary 
Christmas tree for sale.
“1 can hardly believe that such a dispicable act could 
happen in Kelowna,” said Rev. H. Epp, church pastor.
He said the value of the strings of lights taken was 
about S20. Police are investigating.
Growers Recommend 
De-Control O f Potatoes
All Parties Support 
Big Relief Program
OTTAWA (CP)— An old spectre, unemployment, kccpi 
creeping into the Commons.
It dominated Thursday’s debate as all opposition parties—  
objecting on various principles but not with vot^s-rgave. their 
support to a government proposal to take on a greater share 
of unemployment relief costs from the provinces.
Cabinet ministers gave indications the Progressive Conser­
vative government is putting together a broad general program 
aimed at combatting the unusually-high level of unemployment 
this winter.
IT  W O N T  BE LONG T ILL  CHRISTMAS
‘Practically every local busi­
ness office is glistening with 
decorations in preparation for 
the celebration of Christmas. 
A* number of the Daily Cour­
ier’s litfle cherubs—the kids
who sell papers on the, streets 
and also deliver them to house­
holders six days a week—got 
together to present their cus­
tomers with this Christmas 
card. ' The Courier’s photo-
—-------r. . ■■ ■“ ,
grapher caught them gazing 
through the window, admiring 
the large Christmas tree that 
has been erected in. the recep­
tion area of the newspaper 
office. (Courier staff photo)
'THANCE FOR PUBLIC SERVICE"
I  Faulty Controls 
Killed 8 Airmen.̂
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP)—Con- 
Itrols that acted exactly the re­
verse of the pilot’s wishes caused 
the crash of a B-52 jet bomber 
and killed eight men here last 
week, the U.S, Air Force re­
ported.
Faulty wiring in an electric mo­
tor that controlled the horizontal 
stabilizer of the plane was desig- 
Inated as the source of the trouble.
The D-52 c l i m b e d  shortly 
I after takeoff at Fairchild air 
force base Dec. 12, dropped off 
on its right wing, fell to the 
ground and exploded. One of the 
nine men aboard survived.
By majority vote in a secret i position. Some opposition went so 
ballot, delegates attending the far as to predict that, such dc- 
twenty-second annual convention control would mean the end of 
of the B.C. Interior Vegetable orderly marketing 
MarkeUng Board decided this others felt that if de-control 
morning to recommend to the m -becam e a fact, that the Van-
coming board that late potatoes louver office of the board should 
be de-controUed. _ be closed now. At the uresent
In effect this will mean that time the Vancouver office is 
potato, growers in the Interior working solely on the late potato 
will be able to dispose of their deal, 
crop in any manner they see fit August Casorso, South Kel- 
in the interior of the province— owna grower, described .the 
if the board decides to follow move as a “bad piece of busi- 
the meeting’s recommendation, ness.” He said it would put toe 
The general feeling at the con- lx)ard on a half-year operation 
vention was that de-control instead of all year round, 
would be made effective, on a  “What is to happen to the 
temporary tryout basis. Controls board’s employees the other half 
could be put back on, at the of the year.” Mt. Casorso pos^ . 
board’s discretion. L  Grand Forks dele-
sid^ation^^*^Kiv^n ̂  to a G Grand Forks resolution, observ- 
F o r k f  ?L lu tion  p r e s  e n t e d|  ‘
A good part of toe Commons’ 
day was occupied on a measure 
providing for federal splitting of 
all provincial unemployment re­
lief costs. Third reading was 
passed.
Until the measure becomes law, 
the federal government shares 
with accepting prpvlnccs their 
costs of unemployment relief to 
those \»ithout jobs numbering 
more than .45 per cent of a prov­
ince’s total population.
SIX HAVE SIGNED UP 
So far six provinces have en­
tered agreements with Ottawa for 
this f^e ra l relief assistance; 
Newfoundland, Prince Edward 
Island, New Brunswick, Mani­
toba, Saskatchewan and British 
Columbia. Mr. Monteith said Ot­
tawa paid out to them about $5,
•you
’Thursday, and which was laid on
Coast'
VICTORIA (CP)—Chief Justice 
Gordon Sloan, appointed Thursr 
to a $50,000-a-year job as Brit­
ish Columbia’s government ad­
viser on forestry, says he could 
have made more money else­
where.
The# 59-year-old justice, re­
garded as an expert on forestry 
affairs, iaid , Thursday he turned 
down better offers from private 
industry and legal offices “be­
cause there was no public ser­
vice Involved.” .
‘‘Premier Bennett has told me 
that *T could make a  very real
Mr, justice H. W. Davey of the 
Appeal Court, Mr. Justice J . 0. 
Wilson and Mr. Justice J. V. 
Clyne of the B.C. Supreme Court, 
and barrister R. H. Tupper.
Mr. Tupper conduct^ a one- 
man royal commission inquiry 
into corruption in the Vancouver 
city police force in 1955.
Industry representatives were 
generally surprised at the an­
nouncement and most declined 
comment.
Peter T. Sinclair, president of 
Crown Zcllerbach Canada Lim­




are placing on the potato grow
for final decision today the burden of. proving thattoe table lor final decision toaay.Kjjg marketing board is dight.'
(te 'tu S S  deSft
this morning m lavor or me one
toat b^ £
controlled, at least oh a te'mp. 
HAD OPPOSITION orary basis.
The de-control resolution was The! morning session, in the 
not pushed through without op-[wind-up stages of toe two-day
convention, also approved reso- 
I lutions calling for more research 
into the means Of controlling 
neck rot in onions and recom-r 
mending to toe incoming board 
that a new deal be made for can­
ning tomatoes.
Delegates also approved 
[resolution calling on toe B.C.
royal commissions into forestry! | (Special to 'The Courier) 
Chief Justice Sloan has estab- PENTICTON —̂ South Oka- 
lished himself as an autoority m haga^residenta^ have been re- 
ii.- f  ’ quested by RCMP to be on toe
this field. look-out for Helim Chamandy,




will provide 1,060,000 man-hours 
of work for 600 men. !
It involves stepiplng up railway' 
shop-acuities at Moncton', N.B.. 
Caldcr, ^ sk ., -London, Ont., and' 
Port Mann. B.C. . ^
Work also ji/ould be speeded on 
C2IR spur line a t Atikokah,,' 
Ont., scene of ^n iron ore deveH 
opment, t
liiere also would be enlarge-^ 
ment of.railway yards at Cornert 
Brook, Nfld., and Moncton, and- 
construction of portable railway 
dwellings. '
Mr. -Hees said, too, toe public 
workk department has been a s k ^  
t6 call’tenders as early as pos­
sible for construction of a new 
marine agency building at Hali­
fax and M  the secohd stage of
112.000 for the fiscal year that » wharf construction program at 
ended last March 31. ' [Saint John, N.B.
Meantime, Resources Minister 
Alvin Hamilton and Justice Min­
ister Davie Fulton, acting exter­
nal affairs minister, announced 
government plans bointing to an 
over-all federal scheme to help 
c 0 m b a ‘t unemployment, higher 
this winter than usual.
Mr. Hamilton disclosed the gov­
ernment’s intention of speetong
up national parks projects such 1 JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) w  
as cutting and clearing of high* Speaker Sationo
ways and trails, constouction of Ug^gy sworn in as acting'
bungalow camps and repairs to gf Indonesia,- to serve
buildings and _equipment to while President iSukarno takes a 
vide some 1,500 MW _ ]obs. He rest aijroad. • S i^ m o  ' watched 
hoped these would begin by ceremqny jin . the closely.




No date has been set ior;.Su-Another 200 jobs would be pro- - 1...#. u
runniiis? north' froixi'' Grlnish'aw I lieved he will leayo early next
through toe Colombo Plan. law mm.
be even more closely associated 
with government and industry in 
our forest, management pro­
gram.” ’
“This is a marvellous move,” 
said L. L. G. Bentley, president 
of Canadian Forest Products 
Limited. “’There is no one more 
qualified and his integrity is be­
yond reproach.”
contribution to B.C. by accepting 
this appointment,” he said.
Forestry Is the province’s big­
gest Industry. The chief justice 
has conducted two royal commis­
sions into the industry and has 
helped settle two strikes during 
the last 12 years. He takes up toe 
appointment Jan. 1.
CRITICISM VOICED
Meanwhile In Vancouver, two 
prominent public figures have 
criticized the appointment.
Lawyer David Sturdy, whose al 
legations of impropriety led to 
conspiracy charges against dor­
mer .forests minister Hot)ert Spm 
mcrs,' said the appointmeint. Is n 
costly and " p u r e l y  poUtlcal" 
hiove. ,
"All that is needed is a capable 
minister of forc.sts," Mr. Sturdy 
said. "The creation of this new 
office is entirely unpcccssary and 
in my opinion was effected only 
for the purpose of enabling the 
government to answer its .critics 
nt the next election who will say 
that forestry has not been hon­
estly administered during the Inst 
five years.
"I think Premier Bennett's mo­
tives are'purely poUtlcal. At too 
same time they arc costly.” 
UDERAL COMMENTS 
' B. C, Liberal Leader Arthur 
Loing said there is no guarantee 
that the appointment will remove 
the timber industry from politics 
gnd It could, In fact, "worsen the 
situation.”
justices and a prominent Vancou­
ver lawyer arc aAiong those being 
considered as successor In the 
poslUon of chief justice. They arc
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agriculture department for more 
PRINCETON;* (CP) — RCMPj?®^*  ̂ to assist toe vegetable 
here are attempting today to i
establish toe identity of a J t  w a s ^ n ^  9P^
woman whose body was brought Maurice King,
down late Thursday from the|°wna
NEW YORK (AP) — The wire­
tap conspiracy trial of James R. 
loffa, president-elect of the 
'eamsters Union, and two others 
ended today in a hung jury. ’The 
panel of seven men and five wo­
men reported a hopeless dead­
lock, 11 to 1 for conviction.
1110 Jurors began their deUbera- 
tions at 4 pim. Wednesday and 
were dismissed at 12:50 am i.‘to­
day. The trial begdh Nov. 22.
United States Attorney Paul W 
Williams told reporters: "There 
certainly will be another' trial of 
this case and I shall try to have 
it brought to trial at toe enrUcst 
practicable time."
Highly elated at the deadlock, 
Hoffa shook hands with his law­
yer. Sol Gclb, and raced from 
the courtroom to phone his wife, 
Josephine, In . Detroit,
Judge Frederick Vanpclt Bryan 
had encouraged the Jury to rcacli 
a verdict and arranged overnight 
nccommodatioiv but shortly after 
midnight the jurors told Bryan In 
a note that this "positively, 
solutcly" would not help them 
reach a verdict.
Bryan summoned the panel an<! 
the Jury foreman, Mrs., Lillian 
Doren, a Park Avenue reception­
ist, singled out juror Earle T. 
MacHardy as the lone hoMout 
against conviction, ’ 
MATTER OP CONSCIENCE 
MacHardy said he was attempt­
ing to resolve certain questions 
Involving drcumstanUal evl 
dpnee.
On trlall with Hoffa were Owen 
B. Brchnnn, president of Detroit 
Teamsters Local 337, and Ber­
nard Siilndel, a  professional wlrc- 
ta iw r,
They
last April 3. TTiat case has not
been tried. Conviction could mean 
sentence of up to 25 years in 
prison. ■;
WASHINGTON (AP)—The re- 
lorm-mindcd AFL-CIO acted to­
day to complete ouster of the 
Teamsters, Laundry and Bakery 
Workers unions from all echelons 
6f toe united Jabor movement.
The three unions already have 
leen kicked out of the big feder­
ations. on corruption charges, 
George Meany, AFL-CIO pre­
sident, and William Schnltzlcr, 
secretary-treasurer, followed up 
this national-level expulsion l̂ y 
ordering the federation's more 
than 650 state and local groups 
to act immediately to sever re­
lations wlt)i units of the thrbe 
upions.
iic  were charged with con
irlnk here to^gJUlegally tele*S'ha 
atea
giving to official racket ihvesti
sp
phones In the 
Building to find out wl 




baoried n max- 
one,year th ja
Thursday afternoon.
Mr, Chamandy was last seen 
by Miss Josephine Jacobs at 
2 p.m. Thursday. Miss Jacobs 
told toe RCMP she saw the miss­
ing man park his car on Ellis 
Street and walk towards Van­
couver Avenue and Lake Oka­
nagan.
Several hours were spent drag­
ging toe lake this morning and 
searching the shallows without 
result.
Mr and Mrs Chamandy came 
to Penticton in 1956 from Coch­
rane, Ontario They Jhave two 
children
When last seen Mr. Chamandy 
was wearing a brown suede 
jacket and pants. He weighs 155 
pounds, is stocklly built with 
grey hair and slightly bald.
Kel-
vegetable specialist with
scene of a plane crash on rugged 
Mount Thynne 40 miles north­
west of here.
A search party brought toe 
body here following ah all-day 
trek after a series of unsuccessful 
attempts to reach the spot at the 
6,400-foot level of the mountain, 
110 miles east of Vancouver, 
where pil'^t Roger Sujir, 30, of 
Calgary crashed toe light plane 
Sunday.
See GROWERS Page 3
OTTAWA (CP) — An acceler­
ated works program by the CNR 
til provide winter employment 
was announced today by.Trans-] 
port Minister Hees in the Com­
mons.
He said.4he $3,500,000 program
Princess' B.C 
Visit Of fie ld '
British House Debates NATO 
Missile Pact; Bevan Hits
BULLETIN
----- , .1 ■ LONDON (Reuters) — The
Searchers, who toiled for hours government today defeated by 
in terrific winds to recover the ‘ '  '
bodies, were unable to get Sujir’s 
body to their snow tractor before 
darkness fell over the scene.
RCMP Cpl, N. D. ‘Gibbon said 
toe body was wrapped in a plastic
a vote of 289 to 251 a Labor 
Opposition challenge to i t s  
handling of issues raised at the 
Paris NATO conference.
LONDON (Reuters) — Foreign
LONDON ( Reute r s )Pr i nces s  
Margaret will mako hcr-first visit 
to Canada next summer, it was 
officially announced here tonight.
A statement from the princess* 
residence said she has accepted 
the invitation of the government 
of British Columbia to attend cen- 
[tenary celebrations there in 1958.
The. announcement /confirmed 
[speculation on both sides :of the
would
W eather Cross-CountFy
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Balmy weather, a mid-winter 
blessing from toe Pacific, con­
tinues throughout most of C^anndn 
but Arctic air is elbowing its way 
onto the Prairies.
Ontario, which basked In' SO-dc- 
gree temperatures Thursday, was 
in the path of a Missouri rain 
storm today. Bui this wa.? ex 
pected to push back the cold air 
froni the 'Arctic, assuring the
; ^  —-------------—: r——
pouch and placed in a crevasse [Secretary Selwyn Lloyd today 
'in the mountainside, where It will cited Moscow’s continued determ- 
remain until spring. [ination to impose communism on
the world )>y force if necessary 
as justification for NATO’s . new 
policy of arming with missiles 
and nuclear weapons. ,  
Lloyd defended Britain’s sup­
port of the United States proposal 
to NATO that launching sites for 
Intcrmcdlate-rarige ballistic mis­
siles and stockpiles of nuclear 
weapons should be established in 
province of more sunshine during Europe
third world war breaking out 
‘But there has been no Imple 
mentation of that recognition."
Amid Labor cheers, Bevan de- Atlantic that Margaret 
dared:.“I am not trying to justify visit Canada next year.
,lhe Communist point of view. 'We The Clarence House, statepient 
find both the theory and practice [said 1 she will arriva In British 
of communism ciitlrdy repug­
nant.”
But the NATO declaration was 
full of “the same emotional over-[|F 3, 
tures” evoked by the Communists [•’V^ 
themselves, he complained.
Lloyd’s speech left no possibil­
ity of reconciliation at any point, [i 
Sevan charged. .
Government Seeks W ay 




Canadian Presa St riter 
OTTAWA (CP)-A  search la on 
n the northern affairs depart­
ment for some means whereby 
Canada «nild legally lay claim 
to its portion of too polar Icc 
pack.
Officials say one scheme being 
consldeml would involve sound 
ing for possible islands under tho 
Ico up to the North Pole: Canada 
thereby coptd claim tho Islands 
and the Ico between them os 
Canadian territory.
The polar ico now la considered 
frozen sea and Canada’s territory 
therefqre e x t e n d s  only three 
miles offshore na In tho case of 
All territorial waters.
Tlie profilem may appear fan­
ciful tmt Officlols sny it is en­
tirely Bcdpus, '
RUSaiATra BUST 
The polar Ice can be u(fcd in 
many ways ns land is used—for
slan scientific teams fmve londcd 
til!
satort. CoavlcUi 
Imum penalty o 
and a 110,000 fine.
Kotfa is charged In another 
indictment with committing per*
Jury five times before a federal ___  .
rackets graqd jury in New York aircraft bates, for example. Itus-
on tho polor ice wi hin 130 mlic.s 
of Canada’s, Arctic island-s. It 
lias also been shown that subma­
rines can operato.under the polar 
ico pack. ' .
Canada claims nil land within 
lines running to the .pole from the 
Yukon-AInska boundary.and from 
tho border between Ellesmere Is­
land and Greenland. This claim 
has never been seriously dis­
puted.
But it has never been definitely 
established that all land > in this 
sector has been discovered. For 
instarcc, some s m a l l  islands 
were discovered only two years, 
ago in Foxo Basin by the Arctic 
patrol vessel Labrodor, * \
Meonwbile, Canada Is prepar­
ing to press for recognition of a 
12 - mill) territorial limit before 
(ho Geneva conference on Inter­
national waters opening in late 
February*
the weekend.
A Canadian Press survey today, 
showed almost every part of the 
country enjoying above - normal 
temperatures. Little snow was ex­
pected.
Fierce winds tojiplcd telephone 
poles and television antennas ns 
they gusted to 70 miles an hour 
in Victoria Thursday, but temper­
atures there and in Vancouver 
were mild. Highs of SO were fore­
cast for todhyi
In Toronto bright sunshine 
Thursday sent tho tcbipcrnturcs 
to a record .55 degrees, more than 
the previous high. for. the date. 
Hamilton had 58, making the city 
the warmest in Canada and 
breaking a !>9-ycar record. ~ 
Even Northern Ontario felt tho 
cffacls* of tlie warm air that 
moved in from British Ckilumbin. 
Temperatures In S a u 11 Slo 
Marie, Port Arthur and Sudbury 
stayed mostly above freezing dur 
ing the night-and wore expected 
to reach 40 today;
A high of 44 won predicted for 
Montreal.
He spoke at the beginning of a 
day-long dcbhtc in tho House of 
Commons on foreign affairs re­
volving around decisions taken nt 
the mcctinig of Uie Atlantic pact 
alliance which ended in Paris 
Thursday.
Tho debate enabled members 
of all parties to state their reac­
tion to' the NATO communique, 
which accepted a policy of arm­
ing Western Europe with the 
latest rocket weapons while leav­
ing the way open for , furthol: 
East-West talks on disarmament, 
Anourin Bevan opened. Labor’s 
attack. Amid government cries of 
dissent, ho, termed Lloyd’s state- 
mont "very unsntlsfnctqry.’f 
He . accused the government of 
being too rigid in its foreign'pol 
icy. .
"There exists bdtwccn us and 
the Soviet Union, whatever we 
may ray against their politics, 
their structure, ideas, principles' 
and practice, at least one com­
mon bond and that Is to avoid h
CPR Im m igration 
Executive Retires
MONTREAL <CP» — TIic re 
tlremcnt at the end of tho year 
of 11. C. P. Croswcll, 65, chief 
commlsslon<)r of immigration and 
colonization for too CPR since 
1044, was nnriouheed, Thursday.
He was born In ' Melbourne 
Australia, and joined the CPR nt 
Calgary In 1912. He was Eulopenn 




MAGNOLIA. Ark. (AP) — Tho 
shattered cotton belt began Clean­
ing up tbday in the wake of a 
tornado which left two of Us lOO 
residents dead and three others 
severely injured. ,
The twister was one of three 
which struck southern Arkansas 
Thursday, i'' -
Arkaiisns’-storms followed un- 
scnsonol tornodocs which left'14 
dead and 250 iniured iti Missouri 
and southern Illinois. Tornndic 
winds and t o r r e n t i a l  rains 
wrought further damage' in Illi­
nois Thursday. '
Tlic cotton-belt twister smashed 
five houses and domaged two 
others In toe all-Negroi commun 
ity five'miles north of heiro.
GIFTS FOR PltlSONERir^ 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -  For 
those who like cigars and caqdy. 
Christmas evo w|U M  brighter 
at Alcatraz prison. Each of the 
280 prisoners will got n (wo- 
pound bog of hord condy, sov- 
era! candy bars and six cigors
i
PRINCESS MARGARET! '
. defloltely coming 1 i
Columbia bjr, air July .l2 ,. . t-,
' "Princess Margaret will spend 
approximately two weeks in too 
irovinco, after which Her Royol 
[lighrt'ess will' visit- oUior parts p( ■ 
Canada during a period of about 
10 doys,’.' it added.
, "Further . details will be an*
nounced lathr.’ * I;........ ................. . ...... . :.. .. ......
SANTA'S PACK LIGHT IN  '5 7
W all St. W oes Clip Bonus
NEW YORK (AP)-Santo Claus 
Is coming back to Wall Street 
thin yeni' but his pack.won’t be 
ns heavy. '
Many firnp will distrlbuto the 
traditional emristmas bonus but 
most p y  it will be Smaller than 
last year. The street has been 
having its woes throughout 1057.
In fact, a trend toward getting 
away, from tho whole idea of the
\
boss playing ' Kris Kringlo - Is end Feb, 28. A bonus is paid hi
ilstrlot. the spring.growing in tho financial d i
Some of the biggest brokerage 
houses have act up other plans, 
not related to Yulctido,-for shar­
ing the profit with employees.
'ilie big one wltli the big name 
—Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner 
and Bcone — stopped paying a 
CSirlstmas txmus in J033 when the 
Ijtrm'i fiscal year was changed io
.Ifarrisi Upham and Compang 
has a proflirShariog plan under 
which em pleyees-|et -a percent* 
age-of the profits after the end;" 
o f the fiscal year, which ende. 
Aug, 21. Says a paring:; **H’s not 
how the boss feels the weah be*'l “ 
fore Chrjisimas, ,thtt zih^injhMtg' 
thilpayWitnaC* \  -i;'
‘i \
, Pi^rfWMdbjTlKlCdQwnCOttrfcr Um iled»492 0oyltATCnKdoinu^B.
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The Reserve Forces Can 
V ita l'R o le  In W o rld  W ar III
Hiic (tecUion to tbunt the militia qr 
leservc in n y  into t' primarily clvil,<lefenci6 
role indicateii that the military planners con­
sider the reserve soldiers would be about as  ̂
useful in m odem  warfare as cavalry or bal­
loonists. HoWever the reaction o^ilhe men 
who make up the reserve army seems to be 
mainly in the range between dissatisfaction 
and dismay.
The militia's new assignment is based 
on the assumption— ^which seems unchalieng- 
able— that in a thermonuclear war there wUl 
be no need for large numbers of partly train­
ed troops to be zipped th rou ^  refresher 
courses and despatched overseas. The popu­
lar conception of World War III, even among 
-military thinkers, is of a 30-day war, enorm­
ously destructive, which would be won or 
lost before the militia could get to Europe.
“We anticipate two types of battie in 
which ground forces will be engaged,” De­
fence Minister Pearkes told Parliament. “One 
battle will be the diipct contact with enemy 
ground forces in Europe and will be fought 
by forces in being and in position. The other 
. Ibattle will be in this country— to assist in re- 
'storing order out of the terrible chaos that 
.may result from enemy attacks with long 
range nuclear weapons.”
Pearkes, a retired* general, tried to sugar- 
‘ coat the militia’s pill. He announced the mil­
itia units will be reorganized into “mobile 
columns” which will be “trained to take their 
place in the battle for survival” in any World 
War III. But howeyer glamorous a “mobile 
column’V may sound, with its connotations 
of Luckniow, Khartoum and Mafeldng, of 
rebellious sepoys, mad dervishes and fanati­
cal Boers, the militia has not been placated.
. Orders are that the militia “will carry out
European Stand A t Paris 
F lirts W ith  Pax S o v ie tica
REDS tAUNCH A-POWERED SHIP
'Here is a view of the Russian 
Icebreaker Lenin, the world's 
first atomic-powered surface 
shio, during launching cere­
monies a t Leningrad. It is the 
Soviet's first nuclear-powered 
vessel of any type to be put'
exercises with local audi^ities and civil de­
fence organizations.” -
There is no doubt that many an imperial 
moustache has been curled into sharper, more 
belligerent spikes in regimental messes dur­
ing recent weeks at the thought o f this fate 
lor such proud r e g e n ts :  as the Governor- 
General's Foot Guardii, the North Nova Sco­
tia Highlanders, IVincess Louise’s Dragoon 
Guards, The Hastings w d  ftin ce  Edward 
Regiment and the B.C.' Dragoons.
There have been angry assertions that 
if the defence department carries through 
with this plan there will be wholesale resigna­
tions from the militia; that the strength of
the reserve will dwindle from the currenti^-pTAtA/A D C D flD T  ‘ 
42,000 officers and men to  a few thousand. |U  I I A W n  K tr U K I  
Officially the army discounts this possibility.
Mr. Pearkes said that “they (the militia) are 
a great body of-public-spirited citizens, and 
1 have no doubt that they will carry out the 
vital *role that is exp ect^  of them in the 
future.” However, the testing time will come 
in the summer. If the men do hot go to camp 
as they have always done, there’ll re regiments 
with the strength of platoons.
So far as the militia is concerned, Mr.
Pearkes has not yet lived'down his,unthink- 
ink remark in the Commons suggesting the 
militia was “seeking some phony, glamorous 1 standard of pariiamen-
role which hardly exists.” N o doubt mgny tary oratory and debating skill 
men loin  the militia because there is a cer- U* the inost often-heard reaction
tarn glimor in soldiering: Civil defence ,
...iT, u ,-  . . . . . .  „ _ „ - i  ,1,-  It is .true that the big occasionsscarcely has the same appeal. But if me men longer graced by
decline to accept the new responsioilities of- eloquent oratory and debating 
feted them, and if, as Mr. Pearkes indicates, responses. Instead, many MP’s 
it is essenUal to have civil defence forces in fere iy
•being comparable to (he miUtia. then t h e b e l t  no^eiltion to what 
question which arises is whether there should previous speakers have said, and
not be some sort of compulsory national ser-w hich the reader—or perhaps
vice in the field of civil defence. *“
By OTLUASI L. RYAN 
AP ForelffU News Analys)
Secretary of State Dulles hails 
tho results of the Paris NATO 
meeting as fitting in with a 
'strategy of victory over the So­
viet threat.”  But some aspects of
tho NATO meeting might raise 
questions about this inteirreta-
tlo a .
One result of the NATO meet­
ings seems to have been to dem­
onstrate a strong urge in West­
ern Europe toward neutralism, 
and any drift in tiiat direction
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
into service. The Lenin is 426 
feef long ̂  with a beam of 84 
feet, 6 inches, and its engines 
develop 40,000 horsepower. The 
ship will be used to clear pas­
sages through tho ice-locked 
Bering Sea and the Arctic 
Ocean. •
House Rules-
By PATRICK NICHOLSON 
(Specially written for
selected for their ' statesmanlike 
ability and personal judgment. 
But year after year, M.P.’s and 
ministers stand up in the Green 
OTTAWA: A shocked surprise[Chamber, despite the resolution
of 1886, and read long extracts
The Dally Courier)
_  H r  I *  I Churchill Leads
Pefspnally 5peaking| Mission Home
B y TH E Ve ^JERABLE p .  S. C^TCHPOLE
BOW LONG W U ^ IT TAKE?
T here  is, I  believe, an unwrit­
ten law known 'a s  “Thfe Law of 
Diminishing Returns.” I under­
stand it to mean that a merchant 
m ay go on raising the price of 
seme commodity ,up to a certain 
point and, sale? be main­
tained; but beyond that emttiin 
point, although the price is high­
er, less and .less money is re­
ceived because there are |ewer 
sales..: ■
Why bring this up just before 
Christmas? Well, 1 was thinking 
(and who has not been thinking?) 
what a lot of money it costs these 
days to purchase Christmas pre- 
'sents. I  know it is .a sign of old 
age to use the expression “Now 
when I was young—'* but the 
fact rem ains. that when I was 
yoimger than 1 now am, not only 
did it not cost so much to buy 
. presents but people didn't expect 
such expensive ones; and it was 
not considered disgraceful to give 
littte things.
So I am wondering how long 
It will take for things to go full 
cycle. 1 am' wondering ho\y long 
it will be before people realize 
that they are pricing Xmas (and 
I  write it that way because this 
has nothing to do with the Birth 
of CTirist: and. can be taken to 
mean whatever the present fes 
tivities .are’ supposed to have 
relation to. as, for example, vol­
ume of tradb) right . out of the 
market, iWe are quite obviously 
going quickly to the jpoint where 
we cah 't. afford, the modern 
Xmhs. It Is not ihany years ago 
when I was astounded. to hear 
of a young chap who spent ffO at 
this timb of year for presents.
Today, * that sum is nothing 
Some-people spend A good part oi 
that sum im greeting‘cards and 
stamps, I ' don't say they think 
nothing of it. but they feel that 
it isygobd .public relations, and 
so they go'; Uirough this perfectly 
ridiculousbusiness year' after 
year, aiMT, am wondering where,
even someone else—has prepared 
previously.
There are still a .few golden- 
tongued giants of oratory, and 
viper-tongued fencers in debate, 
in our Parliament. Senators such 
as Tom Crerar and Chubby Pow­
er always h^ve significant 
j  ithoughts to express when they 
MONTMAL (CP) Trade maije ^ speech. In the Lower 
Minister C hurcl^  led Ws 50-man House, the Opposition '  benches 
mission back home today and] contain such stars as C.C.F.
from newspapers, the product of 
overworked and deadline-haras­
s '  journalists, who have prob­
ably never made a political 
speech nor shaken an elector’s 
hand in theii* lives. Even if not 
irrelevant, such second -, hand 
thoughts are less deserving of 
valuable time than our legisla' 
tors’ own ideas.
A glaring example of this 
recently came from Mr. William 
Benldickson, the able and exper­
ienced Liberal from Kenora, 
Ontario, who is now chief trade 
critic for the Opposition. Rather 
than express his own thought or 
knowledge, he quoted the words 
of six different journalists, at 
considerable length.
If we are to have a parlia­
ment of journalistic echoes, then 
by all means let the journalists 
be paid to stand up in Parlia­
ment and express their own com-
. STEtVARTOIIlP MEETINGS
The Editor,
Tho Dally Courier 
Dear Sir; ,
1 was 'very muen Impressed 
with your editorial under the 
headline of Stewardship Meet­
ings in your issue of December 
18,1.957. • ^
There were a large number of 
the voters went to the polls , only 
Interested in the two bylaws, ac­
count not knowing some of the 
candidates never having seen 
them or heard them spepk, otjly 
lover the radio in panel discus 
Islons, sponsored by the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce, whom I 
must commend: otherwise we 
the voters Would have had no 
information at all, apart, from 
the ads the candidates had in 
the Courier, together with their 
photos the night before the elec­
tion. , :
This is mjr third time I have 
voted at a muidcipal election 
since coming to * reside in Kel­
owna, and might add just like 
voting in the dark. No wonder 
the citizens are so reluctant 
about casting -their ballots.
It came over the radio that 
such" meetings were discontlnu 
ed some years ago, account so 
poorly attended. However, it 
must be understood that there 
are many newcomers to Kel 
owna over the past years, and 
the city has grown considerably 
All Alberta cities have their 
annual a n d  public meetings 
prior to elections. -Why not here?




coming in over the wires, and the
if anywhere, it is all going to announced a pernmnent tradeheader M. J. Coldwell, ex-Health aim u.cu ov
stop. For stop it niust or we ndssion office wlu be set up in Minister Paul Martin, and B.C.’s ments themselves. But it is gen- 
shall all go bankrupt. nUs strange Ottawa to help stimmate an m- Uripie parliamentary threat, Jim- Lrally agreed here that, so long 
custom, upon which you cannot c reasy  flow of imports from the my Sinclair. For the government, as our legislators are paid to 
pul your finger, is growmg so United Kingdom. Prime Minister John Diefenbaker represent their electors, the
demanding that I  should not be| At a press conference at Dor- gnd Justice Minister‘Davie Ful- Speaker should insist that they
surprised if It will take legal or vM a i ^ r t ,  'Mx. Churchill ^said^Q excel 
legUlative action to stop it. Im ^ c t oL toe nussious —
Some years agOi I  rem em ber month-long tour of Britain ex-
hearing the Bishop of British Co-ceeded all expectations.
lumbia talking about "potlatch.”
I don’t'th ink  I  had 'ever heard 
of it before but 1 found out that 
it  was au Indian custom, , in which 
the he.ad of .a tiibe, for some 
reason, found it necessary to en­
tertain another tribe dr the mem­
bers of his own tribe to such'an 
extent that he would become a 
pauper. It was an expensive busi­
ness and proVed to be so bad, as 
well as so deeply rooted, that it 
was fpimd necessary to forbid if 
by law.
We are not very far from the
WHAT THE RULES BAN
respect the rules, and speSk 
■ eirth  own thought rather than
10 t e a b s U go
December, 1947
___________________ _______ The oficial symbol of 1947 sO-1 read from a written previously-
sanie' point, I would think. When pmmacy In the Okanagan Base- prepared speech; for the reason 
people .are deliberately encour- ball league arrived in the city last that, If the practice of reading 
aged to pay no money down and week and is at present on display speeches should persist. Members 
as .little as a, doUar a week for ®t Boake’s-Ltd. The large silver might read speeches that were 
something 'they  ̂ don’t need (and cup purchased by the league this Written by other people, and the 
I mean“ need:*) such as a trip year is the property, for this year time of the House be taken up| 
to Hawaii or adelevislon set and el least, of the Kelowna Red Sox, m considering the arguments of 
for which they do not have ready o fighting, clever ball dub that persons who were not deserving
BYGONE 
DAYS
But most JW’s overlook the someone elses. 
edict of -their own rule-book, 
known as ‘‘Beauchesne’s Third •
Edition.” , That is ‘‘Hules ,and 
Forms of the House of Commons 
of Canada, with annotations, com­
ments and precedents,” written| 
and prepared by the famous for­
mer clerk to thq, House of Com­
mons, Dr. Arthur Beauchesne.
Paragraph 238 of those Parlia-| 
mentarians’ precepts says:
“It is a rule in both Houses of I 
Parliament that a member must 
address them orally, and not |
RUSSIAN SYMPATHY
The Editor,
The Daily Courier 
Kelowna, B.C. ■ " •
Dear Sir: ^
In reading the past two letters 
of your correspondent William 
Morrison I cannot help but agrbe 
with him on certain points. Mr. 
Morrison said that Khrushchev 
was very sympathetic when the 
American satellite launching fail 
ed, and stated that the Vancouver 
Sun and the Daily Courier failed 
to report this fact, as indeed, they 
should have.
I am an admirer of both the 
Sun and your worthy paper, es­
pecially since the latter has be 
come a daily and has taken on 
a wider scope of reporting. I can 
see where, what with all the news
will be welcomed by Moscow.
The decision to establish slocks 
of nuclear warheads available 
for defence while tJaclng inter- 
medlato range missiles at the dis­
posal of tho allies is subject to 
many reservations and many in­
terpretations. Acceptance ot it 
was lukewarm. In the case of 
West Germany and several other 
partners, it was really no accept­
ance at all.
MANY DOUBTS 
The NATO decision to appeal 
. , . , ,  .V to the Russians for a resump-
hurrled work of the newspaper of.disarmament ncgotlaUons
staff, certain news items are {q the United NaUons subcommit- ’ 
neglected, or * k i U e d N e v c ^ c -  tee left manv doubts. Far from 
less, Mr. Morrison is right. Time being a bold, new probosal, it 
Magazine, a Journal that I am was in essence another^stanca 
loathe to quote, has, In its latest of the West's custom of reac tl^  
ediUon, excerpts from news defensive^ to Moscow's Inltla-, 
stories of newspapers from all tive.l
over the world — on Dudnik. The A' striking lisoect oî  the NATO 
loudest and most blatant of the meeting was the topearance of 
papers are the Washington, D.C.. an urge to pacify the Russians. 
London, and Paris papers, as well The communique says the 
as a Frankfurt journal. The Sob- NATO nations want to resume 
erest and most dignified report- disarmament talks the Ruslans 
ihg of the event was done by the broke off in.thevUnlted' Nations, 
[talian Communist: party paper but adds that “should the Soviet 
in Rome,-the East German,'and Union refuse to participate In the 
Moscow papers. These last-men- work of the subcommittee . . . 
tloned publications indicated — we would welcome a meeting at 
in. language which would have toe foreign ministers level to re­
sulted toe Economist -*■ that the sojve the deadlock.” - 
flop was a shame, and the Amer- _ Thus, the decision is up to the 
leans would get one up soon. R'^^sslons. In)plicit In the state* 
This is precisely the line Khrush- * reroghltion that the
chev is taking, and, because he B'^sstonS won their point c ^
Is secure in this field, he is per- toe subcommittee talks; that 
fecUy sincere. the c o m m l t t e e  was heavily
if wcightcd Bgalnst them.They a rt
to rctuTn to that fOT- 
toat newspapers do us ^e»tor mula. But they are to a posltioa 
services than we ever notice, toey reject.a foreign m aste rs
do have an unhappy way, along meeting, too. and demand a sum- 
with the wire services which mlt meeUng on major world 
supply them, of making every- Droblems, 
thing look bad for the Russians, TOUGH TERMS 
and everything look good for us Nikita Khrushchev, the Com- 
and our way of life. munist boss, has been campaign-
Of course, the same goes on in ing hard for direct talks between 
the Soviet* Union, but not to the the United States and the Soviet 
frenzied, shrill saber-rattling ex- Union, leaving other nations on 
tent. They are not afraid that the the sidelines. If he wins tho day 
people will' not believe them, to this, too, as the minimum 
Anyone who has ever read Russian demand for a new ao- 
Pravda wil tell you that it is a proach to disarmament, neufral- 
very dignified kind of propa- tom adll ^  pushed yet another 
ganda. Unfortunately, our news- ®tep ahead and the United States 
papers do that -  report shriU will be that much closer to iso­
propaganda -  and a lot of people totion from many of her Euro-
would like to see the editorials go , . . .
pack onto the editorial page. ^
-In a letter-to-the-editor in the 1 
recent Newsweek, one school- which will bring about, in Soviet
__„u„.,f WinWords, “the l i q u i d a t i o n  of
teacher Pfoudly (dd his jjato .”, In return, the Russians
^ s s  putting up M pictures of ^ y ld  be willing to liquidate the 
Ktoushchev on a bulletin-board, Warsaw Pact, which Is suppos^ 
and ch^ting, Khrushchev is yx NATO’s Communist oppo- 
big, fat, pig. I used to tmnk gjjg number, but which in reality 
that this sort of thing'only hap- would exist without* the formality 
pened in Hitler Germany. Are qj a pSper agreement.
newspapers in some way respon­
sible for this thinking?
We seem to think that this 
slight distortion of the truth to 
fit our side of the story is aiding 
our‘freedom. Christ said: 'Men 
shall know the truth;; and the 
truth shall make them free.” 
Words to remember, Mr. Editor.
Sincerely,
. COLIN WILSON
The Russians want to be free 
to pursue their dynamic oolitiral 
warfare to capure dominating 
influence over the eastern hem­
isphere’s strategic areas. ' 
Only boldness can reply to this 
sort of boldness. Without an ef­
fort to seize the initiative, ths 
West is flirting with a future pax 
sovietica — a peace iniposed on 
Soviet terms.
w i t h
N o t h in g  d o e s  i t  l ik e
money, then I think it is about won the baU crown evien though 
time som eone'steppe in and the final game with Brewster 
said, “This must stopl" Once was never played.
before the government had to put ^  ^oys of the 1st East Kel- 
a rein on unlimited credit. thair
, The. time'will come again, un-
less people use some restraint ^
m U m rt to t t i ,  present n jh t
w l t 'm e k e s  the »hnle th in . »l-<; W  c o m m its  
so sad Is that tWs festivefoccas-j^®!? 
ion which ls| peculiarly of Christ-
ian origin slioidd be chosen as a Foop with its charter.
sort of modern PoUatch in which . jO TEARS AGO 
many people are driven by cust- ,
om to a garish kinji of wasteful- m  u
ness whlcTi a large proporUbn of L  Members of the Keloiraa (Sub, 
them cannot afford. When people to>to young and old g.\thered at 
reach the point where they groan the premises Thursday evening 
at the vpry thought of Christmas, tor the official opening of the 
then I suggest that something redecorated and renovated club, 
has gone radically wroiig, and I ™bute was paid to^ the Oub’s 
think it is about tlmeswe set it «ret president, Mr..Colin Sinlth,
right. President of the club E. M. Car- 
ruthers led the gathering in three 
hearty cheers for this white- 
haired, bearded man who has 
watched the club grow from its 
Infancy in IQOO.
of this attention.” '
As early as 1886, our young I 
Commons adopted a resolution 
condemning “ the growing prac­
tice of rea&ng speeches.” It was | 
a waste of time, and unreason­
ably lengthened the sessions, the | 
M.P.'s of that date agreed. They) 
especially objected to the read­
ing of “voluminous bnd often ir­
relevant extracts.”
BACK TO OLD TRICKS 
It is t he ' responsibility of the I 
speaker of the House to enforce 
the rules. But this Is one rule 
which is consistently Ignored by 
M.P.’s and seldom cited by any | 
speaker.
Our M.P.’s are, elected to rep-1 
resent the viewpoint of their 
voters in this national forum;} 
and, our cabinet ministers arc
By ALAN HARVEY 
CanaiUan Press Staff Writer
PARIS TCP) — It now seems 
likely this East and West will 
resume diplomatic negotiations 
early In the now year.
Till# b  the Inference Iron) the 
discussions nt the NATO summit 
meeting. The West has (dearly 
shown its desire for, new talks 
with Russia. . V < ,, 
Tho first itep to likely to be a 
move to break the deadloek( on 
disarmament. The fOreIgnV min­
ister of Britain,, the United 
States. France and Candda will 
sound out the Russian foreign 
minister on ways of getting dis- 
armamelnt \talka going again.
aUesc talks were broken off 
last September. The exact term^ 
(rf reference fof the Western for­
eign m|nlstet« will be detwmlrted 
by the ^ATO council. If lUsarma 
m ent ‘ 
a l ^
m d r iw n t  few
auimtxliif^y; tiu^
BIBLE THOUGHT
• t. inHw nre resigned, the pos- 
dltty.milht then be reUed of 
Bkitt-West eummlt meeting <m
30 TEARS AGO 
December, 1027m 1 Itome sixteen men and women
I L 1 met under the chdirmanshlp of
Rev. A, K. McMlnn to consider 
come to dominate the NATO con-1 the possibility of estobUshlng a 
ference ' nubile library In Kelowna. A
This represents a shift Of cm- «>n“«lttee was chosen, which 
phasis from the original object wlU report a t a future date after 
tives of the meeting but la prob-further correspondence, when It 
ably Inovltablo In view of the will bo decided Whether to pro- 
ovcrwhelmlng pref e r  e n c e ,dla-| ceed with tho local library pro- 
played, Monday for another at-jdet. ■ _
tempt to probe Soviet intentions 
before passing the point of no re- w  ,Yfc.ABS ago
turn in nuclear armament, - 1L December, 1M7
Ib e  United States firmly resist-! Diflculty in procuring wood for 
ed the Idea Of new talks with cHy power plant resulted In
„  the decision to use some coal 
NATOs disposition to test Rus-Lntu the wood picture improved, 
Sian Intentions springs nartteU ,,, be used in, slde-
fnam or la condWoned by toe B u H ^  construcUon.Sinin letters, Tho probablUty is 
at NAfTO's permanent. council SO TEARS AGO
in .Darla,;; will discuss dovetailed December, 1007 t
retries by toe Atlantic Pact re- Stirling and Pitcairn were 
c lp ^ ts . _  ,  ̂ awdrided a silver Knightian medal
Wemler Bulganin's letter to L exhibited by Ahem At toe
Frut Show of toa BriUshopfnent of ewetperation between ,
toe tr,8,B.R. and Canada in *h«P®™®®*****̂ ®* --------- --
----------- ------ —-------^ ^
For he, Imoweth our frame, he I 
remembereto that we are dust. | 
Psalm 103;14.
God does not ciqpcct perfection I 
of his children, nor docs ho cx- 
)cct us to use strength we do not 
lave, hilt if we use tho strength | 
we have he will give us more.
'i* lY-'’, >7',\ (
ha^
Reid of science and techmlogy:, 
culbnra Rhd.bfl,. edueatom ami * *. 
healto'i' and foe w^<^ apwt* Police were called to a l^ u to , 
taeta,'S ^ ' Bllpn.; residence recei^Uy to res-
Tha. letter Also aaya Russia Islcuu •  housewife who. In dmng 
to recflye a  Cahadianlhtr hOusecieantog ebpres, bad 
mUthto a  h e m i f s o  tightly be-
baslf. Canada la eap«x1ia to ire- tween refrigerator ''and kitchen 
ply soop. , , ' ' 't  Icounter that she couldn’t get out,
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ELIMINATE MENACE TO SHIPPING
A thundering explosion next 
tpring will mark the latest ef­
fort to remove one of Canada’s 
worst marine hazards.
Engineers hope the $3,000,• 
000 blast will signal tt^e end of 
Ripple Rock, a treacherous 
submarine mountain in the 
Seymour Narrows, 10 miles 
north of Campbell River, B.C.,
which has claimed 111 lives.
The project was started in 
1956 by the federal government 
and involves setting off one of 
the strongest non-nuclear blasts 
ever attempted in North Amer-. 
ica. The • explosives will be 
placed in an intricate network 
of tunnels that winds under the. 
Narrows itself.
^'Ripple Rock Is almost in the 
e'entre of the southern entrance 
of , the Seymour Narrows, two 
miles lohgg and a half >mile 
wide. Vancouver Island is to 
the west apd Quadra and Maud 
islahds to the cast.
Work started with a 500-foot 
shaft straight domi from Maud 
Island. ’ Then a tunnel was
blasted toward the west and at 
1,900 feet was Split, one arm 
heading for the nortrb pinnacle 
of the twin-peaked rock and 
the other for the south. Smaller 
tunneds also were pushed up­
wards at various angles and 
win be used to house the 750 
tons of special explosive used 
in the last. (For story see page 
ten).
SHORTEST DAYS OF THE YEAR 
ARE TODAY AND TOMORROW
Today and tomorrow arc the shortest days of the 
yedr. .  ^
The sun reaches its farthest point south tonight, and 
then starts moving slowly northward again.
Actually the sun doesn't move —  it is the tilting of 
the earth in its regular orbit around the sun. '
The shortest day also heralds the official start of the 
winter season— even though the days start.getting longer.
Cold weather has been non-existent in the Okanagan 
this autumn, but some can be counted on from now until 
the end of February.
Past records show that the lowest temperatures usually 
come between January iS  and January 25.
BOND.QUPTATIONS
Supplied by '
Okanagan Investments Limited 
Z80 Bernard Avenue, ' 
Kelowna, B.C. ^









Potatoes and tomatoes were!we market in an orderly fash- 
two contentious items served up ion?” 
for discussion at most of Thurs- Finally it was decided to table 
day's afternoon session of the the resolution for a complete 
annual convention of delegates to overnight study, and to deal with 
the B.C. Interior Vegetable it Friday (today) in the final day 
Marketing Boafd. of the convention.
But after close to two hours OPEIN MARKET 
deliberations final decision on The tomato issue was prompted 
both questions was deferred. by Mr. Lucich'who moved a 
Grand Forks delegates pre- Keremeos - Cawston resolution 
sented a resolution dealing with calling for a “fair return to the 
late potatoes that would in ef- grower and that if the probable 
feet, if adopted, put the potatoes return would seem to be less 
outside of marketing control in than that figure, then the agency 
the Interior. would be instructed to open the
Opponents argued that such a market to the growers to make 
move would disrupt the entire their own sales.” 
system. - • Claiming that the Vancouver
“If t h i s  resolution goes|market should be thrown open 
through, wo might as well go 
home,” wSs the way that Roy 
Lucich of Cawston put it.
"NO CONTROL NOW”
B, I Hove of Grand Forks, who
moved the resolution, contendedi m m  a  j
that adoption of the resolutioril 
would "not harm the board or 
do away with it.
“We would not be distributing 
the controlled marketing at Van- “ Vegetable growers In the pro- 
couver and would not be losing vince do not have the assistance 
control in the Interior—because the industry deserves,” Thomas 
there is no control now,” said Wilkinson, chairman of the" In- 
Mr, Hove. terior Vegetable Marketing Board
T h e  resolution-calls for the asserted Thursdayi'during the 
districts of Grand Forks, Mid- afternoon session of the annual 
way. Nelson, Trail, Creston, convention o f 'th e  delegates to 
Quesnel and Pemberton, and any the IVM board 
other districts who would enter Principally, Mr. Wilkinson was 
the plan, to be no longer re- addressing his remarks to R, P 
quired to use the vegetable (Bob) Murray, provincial. horti- 
marketing sales agency at Kel- culturist, Victoria, who briefly 
owna for sales in the territory expressed the hope that his staff 
covered by these districts or for was doing a good job. 
export out of the interior area." “Your department and the
USE VANCOUVER OFFICE excellent_ , . work, Mr. Wilkinson said, but
But these districts would be re- need more men. The in­
quired to use the board’s Van-L}ysti.y deserves it. 
couver 'office as tlie sole sales Mr. Murray was one of three 
agency for all services perform- victoria officials to address the 
ed in me territory now, being TTiursday afternoon,
served by the Vancouver office. Another was M. M. Gilchrist, 
Proponents argued that imder colnnmissioner for B.C.,
the present plan, some districts whUfe a third was C. E. S. Walls, 
are charged W a ton for tagging, secretary-manager of the B.C. 
and that that charge is .a serv-1 Federation of Agriculture.
Ice charge by the board, but that --------------------- ------------
DO service is being rendered by 
the board in return.
Growers in some other dis­
tricts. it was maintained, don’t 
tag at .ail
H. Turnbull, Llllooct delegate, 
reduced the contention to
Ori Anniversary
earlier to the southern grow­
ers, Mr. Lucich pointed out that 
during the past season growers 
in his area were getting only 68 
per cent net for a lug of to­
matoes.
“That is not a fair return,” he 
contended. “ You can’t grow 
tomatoes at that price.”
After J. Desmond, Kamloops, 
observed that it “wasn’t fair to 
ask any group of men.like we 
have here to decide wha’t a fair 
return is,” the meeting decided, 
by resolution, to refer the Kere- 
meos-Cawston resolution to the 
executive of the association to be 
taken up by the board and the 





PEACHLAND — The “ turkey 
curl” staged on Sunday after­
noon by the Peachland Curling 
Club proved to be a great suc­
cess with twenty-five or more 
taking part on the two sheets of 
ice.. Lucky winners of turkeys 
were: Bill Hack of Penticton, 
who took two birds home; Verne 
Oakes and George Long, of 
Peachland, winning one each 
and H. Zdralek, of Westbank 
took one home. Plans are under 
way to stage another such “curl” 
in the near future.
The 1st Peachland Company 
of Guides, under the leadership 
of Captain Mrs. Arthur Kopp 
will be carolling, the proceeds 
of the effort going toward the. 
March of Dimes.
OKANAGAN CENTRE — A 
happy and quite complete sur­
prise was visited on Mr. and 
Mrs. P. ^W. Pixton on Monday 
afternoon when several visitors 
arrived at their home for tea and 
presently unwrapping several 
parcels they bore, said they had 
been sent as representatives of 
the Okanagan Centre Women’s 
Institute and the Woman’s As­
sociation of St. Paul’s United 
Church to present to the couple, 
who had recently passed their 
50th wedding anniversary, sev­
eral tokens of the esteen in 
which they are held by the com­
munity.
The parcels contained a beau­
tiful table lamp and a nested set 
of three wrought iron tables with 
glass tops.
Accompanying the gifts was a 
beautifully lettered and illumi­
nated framed testimonial, the 
work of Mrs. H. Louise Venables.
Mr. and Mrs. Pixton have re­
sided at the (Centre for 49 years 
and both had been actively as­
sociated'with the majority of the 
projects of the neigh^urhood 
until recently.
On Sunday, services a t St. Pan 
United Church will be held 
10 a.m. The children’s “wh
service with the Rev. J. A. 
Adams preaching a Christi 
sermon.
of the coast cities.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Thorlakson 
left oh Saturday for southern 
California where they will spend 
the winter. Miss Irene Seath, 
earlier in the week, left for the 




3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan
95% 95.65
3% due 1960 
7lh Victory Loan
97.90 -98.10
3% due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 








5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan
102% — '
5% due 1977 101%
Ontario Hydro
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro
101% 102.00
5% due 1977 
Ontario
104(4 104(4
5% due 1964 
Ontario.
101% 102.00




4%(i due 1966 
B.A. OU
96.00 •r-
5%% due 1977 
B.C. Electric
101,00 — '
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil
101% 102%
5% due 1971 f 
Woodward’s '
112.00 115.00
5% due 1977 ' 
Inland Nt. Gas
105.00 107.00
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw
.106.00 109.00
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. “C’
112.00 —
5%% due 1988 
Kelly Douglas
108(i 109.0C
6% due 1977 101% 103.(K
CbnUaaed from T a te  1
the agriculture d e p a rtm e n t 
covered the whole of the interior* 
including the Peace River block. 
IIANOR MR. MURRAY
’Tribute was pal<| to R. P . 
(Bob) Murray, provincial horti* 
culturlst, atbJiding his last 
BCIVMB convention In his of­
ficial capacity. He Is due, for 
superannuation in February.
Delegates loudly applauded a 
resolution commending Mr. Mur­
ray for his efforts and work In 
the past. A compUnemtary 
resolution was also extended to 
R. B. Staples of Creston, who 
attended the original itieetings 
that set up the B.C. Interior 
Vegetable Marketing Board and 
many annual conventions since 
then.
With the prospects of de­
control of late potatoes, dele­
gates felt the new board chair­
man would have less to do, and 
decided to reduce his yearly al­
lowance from $2,400 to $2,000. 
Other board members will con- 
Unue to receive $15 a day while 
on board work.
GLENAAORE ■
GLENMORE — Mr. and Mrs. 
L. L. Purdy have left for Alberta 
to spend the Christmas Holidays 
with their son Hugh in Calgary 
and their son-in-law and daugh- 
At the pre-Christmas meeting ter, Mr. and Mrs. V, Sauer-in
Earlier in the day, Maurice 
King, Kelowna, vegetable . spec­
ialist with Mr. Murray’s horti- 
ciflturaL department, had ad­
vised tomato growers specifical­
ly, to give more consideration to 
soil conditioning if they wanted 
to improve the quality of their 
crop. ;  ̂ ^
Mr. Gilchrist explained that 
demands for changes in the 
marketing act have been slow in 
being dealt with due to the fact 
that the agriculture minister’s 
portfolio had been shifted around 
considerably, the past two years.
“We have to face the fact that 
we ha 'c a brand new man 
(Nelson Steacy) in the job (of 
agriculture minister) and we will 
of necessity have to proceed 
slow.”
Mr. .Gilchrist said one of the 
few accornplishments achieved 
since the last convention wqs the 
setting up of two more potato 
storage houses, for a total of 
three in the province now.
of the Guides prizes were given 
to the “ Robin Patrol” as the best 
patrol, so far this season and to 
Sharon Kopp as the best Guide 
of the year. Mafva Champion 
was also presented with' a prize 
for her outstanding work in 
Guiding since the summer holi­
days.-
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kopp and 
daughter, Sharon, are leaving on 
Saturday for Burlington, Wash., 
to spend Christmas with the lat­
ter’s brother-in-law and sistec,- 
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Nelson and 
family. ’They will be accompanied 
by their aunt, Mrs. C. F. Brad­
ley, who will spend a month with 
her neice.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
simple question; “Arc we going 
to become pedlar growers ,or  do
Local School
Supplied by 
a I James, Copithomc and Birch Ltd
366 Bernard Ave. 
Today’s Eastern Prices
; (as at 12 noon)
Are Sold
AVERAGES 
















10 Base Metals 145,17
Among the $0,000,000 worth of 15 Oils 126,34
school - debentures -  to raise tvviiSTiinrMW imMna moneys necessary for capital ex- _ »«v*b x m e n t  FUNDS 
.pcndltures for school purposes— I” **®** Quoted on a net basis, 
sold recently by the B.C. finance All Cdn Conripound 4,76 5.18
department were $240,000 for All Cdn Dividend 
Kelowna School District 23. $140,- Can. Invest Fund 
000 for Penticton School District Diversified "B”
15, and $439,000 for Kamioops Grouped Income 
Schml District 24, Investors Mutual
yictqrla announced that the Trans-Canada "B"
4(4 per cent serial debentures, T^nns-Canada "C”
Cal and Ed 
Cdn Husky 
Cent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 





maturing anmially over a period 
of 20 years, had been sold to the 
highest bidder at 07.461 for each 
$100 par “ aluo—or at o cost oflAhtiihi 
4,806 por cent to the seller. U m m iLm  
Successful bidder among M J  a S  
Investment and banking houses 
who competed, was n syndicate S 
managed by A. E. Ames and Co.
Ltd., Vancouver, and Included not »/.* 
only that firm hut also Dominion 2 ’̂ ' j ,  
S c M lc s  Corp, Ltd.. Wood 
Gundy and Op. Ltd.; the Con- 
adlon Bank ox Commerce and|h®?*? 





















■ Cons M and S 
iDIsb Scog
The previous sale of serial do* r® '”  Players 
benturesi by school districts In Ford A 
B.C. occurred April 15, 1957, ac- Imp OH 
cording to the Victoria announce- Ind Accep 
ment, when 4% per cent bonds Inland Gas 
were sold nt a cost to the seller Int Nickel 
of 5,053 per cent, ' Inter Pipe 
School bonds sold In other Lucky Lager 
parts of Canada cunrently are Massey llorris 
morketed at yields of approxi- McOoU Proa 
mately 5V4 per cent, according MacMlU B' 
to the B.C, finance department, Okan Phone
headed by Premier Dennett...r .....- y - ....... ;................ .......... ..
NORWAY RESOURCE 
Norway’s forests, among her 
fpreatest natural resources, pro­
duce more than 1 ,000,000 tons of 
wood pulp annually ,
Page Hersey 
Powell River 
A. V. Roe 
Steel of Can 















































































F r o b i s h e r 1.25. 
Gunnar . 12
HBC 1.10
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Alan Hampson, 26-year-old son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hampson, 
successfully passed his final ex­
aminations in chartered account­
ancy.
Mr. Hampson’s name was not 
included with the list of success­
ful Okanagan candidates which 
appeared in yesterday’s Courier, 
as he is now living in Vancouver.—J-,— -̂----------------------------
in the Kelowna General Hospital
Mr. Frank Hawkey Is home 
visiting his family over the 
Christmas holidays.
PICKS OWN EXECUTION
M9 NTICELLO, Utah (AP)-A 
uranium miner was sentenced 
'Thursday to be executed by a 
firing squad at sunrise March 17 
for the murder of another miner. 
Judge F. W. Keller pronounced 
sentence on James W. Rodgers, 
48. Given his choice of being 
hanged or shot, Rodgers chose 
the firing squad.
Red Deer.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Dalcol hre 
motoring . to Vancouver this 
weekend to attend the capping 
ceremony at St. Paul’s Hospital 
where their daughter Audrey is 
receiving her cap. Audrey is re­
turning to Kelowna with her 
family to soend the Christmas 
holidays at home.
Travelling to Vancouver ..for 
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. 
Dalcol is Gordon Hawkey, son 
of Mr. and Mas. Frank Hawkey.
Arriving hon^ on Sunday, for 
the Christmas holidays from 
UBC where she is taking teach­
ers training is Miss Madeline 
Krenn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Rupert Krenn.
Mr. Bill Runzer, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. A. Runzer, is home for 
the Christmas holidays from 
UBC where he is taking his 
second year in Arts and Science.
The Bankhead Circle of the 
United Church held its Christ­
mas party at the home of Mrs. 
Felix Sutton on Tuesday, with 
20 members present. A very 
pleasant social evening was 
spent after which refreshments 
were served.
Mrs. W. Short, Brown Owl of 
the 1st Glenmore Brownie Pack, 
commends the leaders and the 
moUiers of the Brownies for 
their co:operation and assistance 
in making the Brownie Christ­
mas party such a great success.
Police Hold Man 
In Fire Deaths
HALIFAX (CP) — Police said 
early today a man is. being held 
for questioning in connection with 
a fire that took four lives near 
the waterfront ‘here ' Thursday 
night.
Firemen found the bodies of 
Mrs, Viola Conrad and her s m ^  
daughter Orla on the third floor 
of the building. Frederick Walsh 
died despite efforts by firemen to 
revive him_and the fourth victim 
was an unidentified woman who 
died en route to hospital.
Firemen Quickly 
Extinguish Bla^e
Minor fire damage was caused 
to a wall at a house on, Cawston 
Ave. Thursday afternoon.
Firemen, answering a fire 
alarm, quickly extinguished the 
blaze caused by a wall panel 
heater. ’The heater was believed 
to be faulty. , ,
This was the first fire in the 
area caused directly, or indirect­
ly by natural gas.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dillon 
have purchased the Hilborn home 
in Bankhead and are being wel­
comed as new members of the 
community. Mr. and Mrs. Hil­
born have moved into the City 
of Kelowna.
Mr. George Reid Is a patient
Calder Cup Race 
Heavy This Year
TORONTO (CP) ~  Ten candl- 
dates for the National Hockey 
League’s Colder Trophy, oward- 
cd to the outstanding rooklo of 
the year, were announced Tlmrs- 
day.
They aria; Bobby Bnun, de­
fence, and Frank Mahovllch, left 
wlager, Toronto Mnpto Leafs; 
m hby  Hull, Chicago B l a c k  
Hawk centroi Morccll Pnlllc, 
goaltcndcr tor New York Rang­
ers; Ian Cushennn, .Chicago de­
fenceman; Phil GoycHe, Mont­
real Canadlens centre; Don Poilc, 
Tam McCarthy, Cummy Burton, 
forwards with Dcttolt Red Wings 
Strato* Detroit clcfcncc-
iOTinium _____ _ _____ __ •-NU1
\ . fo r your listening 
p l e a s u r e . . .
. for your listening pleasure your Telephone 
Company will again this year present its pre- 
Christmas programme of enjoyable music . . . 
to be heard on December 22 on these radio station. . .
•; CJIB 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.
•  CKOK — 6:30to 7:00pm .
•  CKOV —-  9:30 to 10:00 p*m,











Your neighbour . . .  your boss 
. . an old friend . . . your 
minister . . . doctor and law­
yer . . . all of them would like 
to be remembered With 
book.
Right now, think about your 
circle of farnily and'friends. 
Isn’t  there someone, or per­
haps all, that you would like 
to remember with well chosen 
books? If so, why not visit the 
Bookshop on Bernard and look 
over their athractiVe display. 
Thiere is always someone in the 
store to help you make the 
right ̂  choice. If still In doubt 
Book^Certificates for any value 
are availabl*.
THE KELOWNA 
BOOK &  GIFT SHOP
3 Doors West from Super-Vain 
PHONE 3117
i n  t h i s  
a t t r a c t i v e  
n e w  c a r t o n
p r o d u c t  OF SCOTLAND
Now “Black & White” comes 
to you in this new and 
exclusive carton!
Serve this fine Scotch — it gives 
you pleasure no other whisky 
can. “bW  & White” has 
a smooth mellow flavor and 
extra quality all its own -> 1 j m 
the result of blending in a '' 
special way from the pick of 
Scotland's whiskies.
BIACK‘ WHITE
S C O T C H  W H I S K Y
CONTENTS
« CO I.TO,,■ ( f'M I A N .
in
SCOTCH'WHISKY
B U G H A N A ^
VThii advertisement is not published or displayed by the Uquof 
Cpnuol Board or by the Government of BriliiR ^lunibia.
.... ^ ^
L,' 'V.
TO HECK WITH EXPENSE, DAD -  
YOU MAY TAKE HOME A TURKEY
Holders of the lucky numbers in the “Padters* 
Review” at the next three games, may carry home a turkey 
after the hockey igamc.
Begmning with tonight’s 9  p.m. game against Vernon 
Canadians, and including the Boxing P ay Matinee against 
Penticton Vees) and the Saturday, P ee. 28  game kgainst 
the Kamloops Chiefs, five turkeys will find their ways 
into the hands of lucky fans.
The programs will be all dressed up for the' season 
as well, with cards containing all the players’ signatures, 
Christmas messages, etc. •
* V
OL' STONE WALL HIMSELF
Vernon Canadians* goalie Hal 
Gordon was tremendous in 
Tuesday night’s defeat of the 
defending champs at the hands 
of the Packers 2-1. Score might
have been higher If it hadn’f 
been for the work in the nets 
by Gordon, seen above making 
a last-ditch stop on Jim  Mid­
dleton, cefatre, who was right
in on a 'pass from Joe Kaiser, 
No. 11. Vernon • defenceman 
Ted Lebodia, No. 5, stands by 
to do a little goal-tending, if 
necessary.tCourler staff photo)
Oilers High Men
A last half surge by the Kelow- 8 
na B.A. Oilers allowed them to 
post a  58-47 win over the Pen- 
tictoa Freightways last night in 
interior senior men’s basketball 
action at Kelowna.
Without high-scoring C h u c k  
Dean in .4he line-up the Kelowna 
squad concentrated on defensive 
work and tying up the Peach 
City’s high scoring Bill Hanlon.
■^e match [was sawed-off, a t 
30-30 a t half time when Kelowna’s 
littte guard Bud Englesby took 
over, to inspire the local with his 
reboimding and play-making abi­
lity.
T h e  B.A. <yew surged to the 
itont, qnly to lose the lead and 
come back again to post ‘the 1 1  
point margin.
The Oilers shooting was much 
Improved over the previous night 
against Kamloops in the m ain­
line city. Leading the Truckers in 
the losing cause was pivotman 
Hanlon wAs dropped 18 points 
throi^h the hoop.
• Bert for Kelowna was centre- 
man Bob Radies who notched 13 
foUowed closely by Martino with 
12; Englesby and Roth with 10 
each. V
The win leaves the Oilers in 
first place in the standings with




In the preliminary match, Arm­
strong Senior “C” squqd dumped 
Kelowna 55-34 behind the sharp­
shooting eye of Miller with 18 
points. Anderson was best for 
Kelowna with 17.
^leikle Teddy Bears, senior wo­
men’s squad and defending Ihtef* 
ior champions continued their un­
beaten skein by trekking to Sal­
mon Arm and dropping the High 
School girls 28-16 in an exhibition 
match. -
’The local femmes led the scrap­
py quintette 18-10 at haU time. 
Shirley Berard was best for 
Meikles with 7 points, followed 
closely by Cummings and Ben- 
nispn with 6 each. 'Thoransin pick­
ed up 6 for the losers.
Last night’s action is the last 
for the cage squads before the 
new year.
SCORING
Penticton—Drossos, 2; Burtch, 
7; Hanlon, 18; Ceccone, 1; Oddy 
10; Marshall; Conley, 2; Preen, 
5; Hoffman, 2; Spring.
. Kelowna—Radies, 13; Engles- 
by, IjO; Martino, 12; Roth, 10; 
Young; Butcher, 2:.Dean 7; Tos 
tenson; Bulatovitch, 4.
George Agar’a Vernon Cana­
dians will be a determined crew 
when they skate out tonight at 
9 against the league - leading 
Packers.
The defending champs . were 
cut off in their attempts to climb 
up into the heights when the 
Packers handed them a 2-1 de­
feat at home Tuesday, and 
they’ll be looking for revenge. 
.F o r their part, the Packers 
wrote climax to a three-game 
losing streak by the win, and 
will be in no mood to stsirt los­
ing again,'especially before the
borne town fans.
T te  packers will still be Ic­
ing 12 men, with Orv Laveli and 
Moe Young out, and will prob­
ably have to play that way for 
the next tew starts 
Coach Jack O'Reilly said to­
day that the Packers would give 
the Canucks\a tough ride for 
their money,'  "As l<mg as we 
keep on shooting and skating the 
way we did the other night, we’ll 
keep winning hockey games,” he 
said.
He will have the line of Jim 
Middletim, Joe Kaiser and Brian
intact and healthy, the high- 
scoring trio in the last 'few 
games. *■'
RayPowell and Mike Durban 
will have Greg Jablonski on the 
left wing, and O'Reilly says he 
feels the combination worked 
well on Tuesday night 
TOUGHINQ IT OUT 
Bill Swarbrick has been tough­
ing it out with the ’flu, but will 
be back in the line-up tonight, 
and Bugs Jones will be carrying 
his regular chores, with Roche, 
Middleton and Durban spelling 
off on the extra spot.
Fat Coburn, Harry Smith and 
Andy McCallum will be earn­
ing the load on defence, with 
Andy’s foot, improving every day 
and the trio in good shape, other- 
wise* f*
Goalie Dave Gatherum is fit 
and ready for the competition, 
and based on last night’s prac­
tice, the boys are "up” for the 
match.
''.tl
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
FRI., DEC. 20. 1957 THE DAILY COURIER
MONICA HILL 
Ice Follies Performer
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
New York 3 Boston 3 
Toronto 2 Detroit 3
QUEBEC LEAGUE 




Calgary 2 Winnipeg 3
ONTARIO JUNIOR 
Guelph 2 Peterborough 4 
Barrie 4 Hamiltoii 5-'
THUNDER BAY JUNIOR 
Port Arthur Nprth Stars 6 
Fort William Hurricanes 4 
SASKATCHEWAN JUNIOR 
Estevan 2 Flin Flon 7 
OHA-NOHA
Chatham 3 North Bay 4 
S JHL
Melville 4 Saskatoon 2
p  w T /‘t  TP A Pt<jf Thfi Christmas season for Kel- Saturday. December 28—
29 18 6  5 101 58 41 ® 8:3^11:30 a.m
33 14 12 7 83 79 35 bang tomorrow afternoon at 1, . Minor Hockey
30 12  13 5  80 76 29^*^®“ arena commissioners 1:00—3:00 p.m.—
30 1 1  13 6  80 78 28^°®^ young ’uns in a special
ifkrena To Host
Savoie's Comeback 
Nipped In Tbe Bud
LONDOlJ (CP) -  Britain’s 
I George Martin punched out a 
{close eight-round decision Thurs­
day night over the veteran Arm- 
and Savoie, former Canadian 
lightweight champion from Mon- 
I treal now staging a comeback.
Martin, a' clever boxer, piled 
I up an early, lead and dropped 
Savoie for a short count near the 
end of the second round. The 
Canadian came back strongly, 
however^ in the middle rounds, 
punching harder and mixing bis 
Iblows.
Savoie, 28 • year - old former 
I waiter, has fought five world 
champions. A little more than 
two weeks ago he outpointed 
British welterweight Ron Rich­
ardson here, but was not too im­
pressive.
pion from Fort Pierre, S.D., at 
eight.
For the second straight year. 
Shoulders won the all-around cow­
boy title as well a the bareback 




By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Londan—George Martin, Eng 
and, outpointed Armand Savoie, 
Montreal, 8 . (weights unavail­
able).
San Franoltoo—Bobby Scanlon, 
132^, San Francisco, outpointed 
Lauro Salas, 1291 .̂ Monterrey, 
Mexico, 10.
Dnlntli. Minn.—Wayne Womo- 
chll, 196, Omaha, Neb., stopped 







30 10 14 . 6 61 89 26 ^ ‘“ istmas party, with gifts from 
28 8 15 -5 47 72 treats, and a special fea-
GAMES SATURDAY ” '
Detroit at Chicago 
Boston at Toronto
MinnesotaV Ice Hockey Era 
In Danger Of Being History
Sports Editor’s Note—The pewss 1
that Minnesota may be folding out 
of the hockey picture In the Inter­
collegiate league comes as^a sur­
prise, in the face of the rebent 
publicity given to the tremendous 
30b being done by Johnny Mari- 
uchl, former Black Hawk pldyer, 
in promoting hockey down that 
way. , ' : ; ' ' '
In a story in a  week-end pic­
torial'paper,-th^ former coach of 
the U.S. Olympic team, was laud­
ed for the job he ha^ done, in 
creating such tremendous interest 
. in the ice sport. Obviously, the 
• enthusiasm didn’t  get much be­
yond the spectators.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Min­
nesota will consider withdrawing 
( from the Western Intercollegiate 
HocTtoy League a t the next meet­
ing of the school’s athletic police- 
making body, it was disclosed 
Thursday.
' ; Prof. Stanley Klnyoh, t h e  
.school’s athletic faculty repre­
sentative, said a decision would 
he made by the university’s sen- 
, l̂  nte committee on Intcrcollegintc 
-athletics,* possibly before t h e  
‘ first 0! the year.
'!,< He said Minnesota is disturbed 
j. by some phases of the league’s 
I [operations, and tlint ho has heard 
of similar dis.<intisfnctlon among 
the two other Big Ten schools in 
(the league, Michigan nt\d Mich- 
. Jgan State.




etic director, declared ‘T 
honestly say the league has not 
achiev^ t h e  objefctives w e 
thought it would—that of promo­
ting a well-knit-organization' of 
western schools interested 
hockey,"
He sited "continuing differ­
ences" in such things as player 
eligibility, playing rules, officia­
ting and aid plans.
The league was organized 
the early 1950’s. Its members arc 
Mincsotn. Michigan, Michigan 
State, Michigan Tech. Colorado 
College, Denver and. North Dak­
ota. It is supported primarily by 
Canadian playing talent. Minne­
sota, howev r, has depended 
mainly on native players.
In the event the school pulls 
out of the WIHL, Armstrong said, 
it would look into the possibility 
of joining other Big Ten Schools 
to put hockey on a conference 
footing; within the Big Ten. Short 
of that, it reverts to Its old -posi­
tion ns an independent in .hockey.
New York at Montreal : 
GAMES SUNDAY 
Montreal at-Boston 
Toronto at New York 
CMcago at Detroit
COAST DIVISION (WHL) 
W 'L  ' T F  A 
New West 18 13 
Vancouver 16 9
Seattle 13 13 




Headlining the party’s* enfeb- 
taintnent will be a “local gal who 
made good’’—Monica Hill of the 
Ice Follies’’.
Monica, a teen-aged cutie who 
trained throughout her ' entire 
figure skating career in Kelowna 
until she left to join the big show, 
is back in Kelowna for a 'short 
Ptsl vacation from the strain of show
Minor Hockey 




DENVER (AP) — Jim  Shoul- 
Iders of Henryetta, Okla.,«set a 
Rodeo Cowboys’ Association rec­
ord this year by running his 
string I of championships to 1 1 .
He nad been tied with Casey 




General Skating 1 • 2 p.in.
8 ATORDAT EVENING 
General Skating 1 • 3 p.m.
SKATES SHARPENED
f in e s t  f a m i l y  g if t  
o f  th e m  a l l  "
0 103 98 36 business.
1 90 61 33 There will be ho admission to
2  89 94 28 th party, but a collection will be 
1  88 116 17 taken at the door, with the pro-
PRAIRYE DIVISION (WHL) ceeds to go to the “March of 





13 11 1 87 61
12 13 0 70 84
10 19 1- 74 102
27 Due to the shuffle of hocke;I
] GAMES FRIDAY 
New Westminster at, Vancouver 
Sask.-St. Paul a t Edmonton
TRAGEDY AVOIDED
ST. LOUIS (AP)—A TWA air­
liner with 81 aboard was forced 
by bad weather to .circle Munici­
pal Airport for 45 minvitcs Thur.s 
day night, and then skidded ,off 
a wet'runway after landing. Its 
right landing gear collapsed and 
the. right wing tip and propellers 
on two engines-Btruck the ground. 
No one was hurt.'
Warriors Point Cushion 
Is Really Air-Foam Now
(' , B r  THE CANADIAN PRESS
 ̂  ̂Winnipeg Warriors’ 3-2 win 
’over Calgary Stampeders in the 
,!lWcatern Hockey League Thura- 
'• day night has given them a 
" '.jpointa total that makes the rest 
' of the' league's Prairie division 
look a Uttlo sick.
It wasn’t a particularly com- 
' fortablo win—the two tcoms\wcre 
'deadlocked until rooklo centre 
Art Stratton fired the winner late 
In the final period. But It put the 
Warriors II nolnt.1 ahead of scc- 
<^*place Edmonton Vlyers nnd 
left GaakatoonBtv Paul Regats 
and .Calgary 14 and 17 imlnta re* 
apeeUvely, off the pace.
imton haa p l a y e d  five 
leis than Wiiuiipes. ,w e  
won’t'catch up, that num* 
twt- fur ffdveral weeks, but, cvren 




night in the Const division. 'The 
leading'New Westminster Royals 
will piny Rccond*placc Vancouver 
Canucks tonight, while the RegaJs 
meet Edmonton.
Calgary opened the scoring 
against Winnliieg when n scram- 
)le in front of the Warrior net let 
Sid Finney In to score, .’Thirty- 
four seconds later pete Kapustn 
slapped In his own rebound to tic 
jt a t  1 -t,
, Gordie Redahl drove in Winni- 




Calgary tied It 2-2 after 
scopelcM aeeo ^  ^hen
Dave Duke took advantage of a 
Winnipeg defence lapse to drive
httaUoo scored the winning goal
Kelowna’s B.A, Oilers, inter­
ior seniqr “B” defending cage 
champs, are well in the lead at 
the year-end of the Oknna((an 
Mainline hoop loop.
Based on the records up to Dec 
15, Oilers’ l^ b  Radies led the 
scoring from the foul line, with 
23 of his 27 trleg successful.
Jack Fowles of Kamloops is 
the leading scorer, with playing 
coach Jack McKinnon of the 
same club second. The Oilers 
trio of Chuck Dean, Bob Radies 
and Bill Dean monopolize the 
next three spots,
Kelowna has played two games 
since the scoring stats were com­
piled, Penticton nnd Kamloops 
one apiece, but the league stand­
ings. are up to date.
LEAGUE STANDING
W L P  A Pts 
Kelowna 4 2 377 322 8
Penticton 2 3 284 324 4
Knmiodps 2 3 310 324 4
PLAYER STANDINGS
G Pte Av. 
J. Fowles, Knm. 4 75 10,75
McKinnon, Knm, 4 73 18.25
C. Dean, Kcl. 3 61 20,33
Radies, Kel. . 4 58 14.50
D. Dean, Kel. 4 49'12.25
L, Fowles, Kam. 4 34 8.5
Burtch, Ppn. 3 33 11
Preen, Pen. 4 32 8
Spring, Pen. 4 . 32 8
[Innlon, Pen. > 1 29 29
[game times during the Chrisi 
mas season, and the possibility 
of more activity during the day, 
the arena schedule has , been 
revised for the holidays.





















\ Senior Hockey Practice 
8 :00—10:00 p.m.—
Figure Skating ' 
Tuesday, December 24— 
2 :00—6:00 p.m.—
Figure Skating 
(Closed Xmas Eve and 
Xmas Day)
(Boxing Day)
2:00 p.m.—Senior Hockey 
Thursday, December 26— ’ 
Kelowna vs Penticton 
8:00 p.m.—Minor Hockey 











By THE CANADIiW PRESS
Spokane • Flyers, last year’s 
Tchampions, look as if they’ll take 
quite a bit of. catching this sea­
son in the Western Interior 
Hockey Leagye. 1 
They chalkfed up another win 
Thursday' night, this time over 
the lagging Trail Smoko Eaters 
increasing their lead over second- 
alaced Nelson Maple Leafs and 
Rossland Warriors to a com 
fortable 10 points.
Spokane won 7-4. It was the 
ninth loss In 10 games forTrail.
Frank Kubasek palced the 
Flyers with a hat trick while Tic 
Beattie, Lome Nadeau and Bryan 
Whittal added singles. Trail’i 
goals were divided among Ch 
Hockley, Gerry Godfrey, Gordon 
Andre and Laurie Bursaw.
The Smoke Eaters dominated 
play in the first period as the 
teams battled to a 2-2 deadlock. 
In the second period, the Flyers 
dominated the action, outscorlng 
their hosts 3-L They scored two 
against one by the Smoke Eaters 
In the final period. , ,
/ There Is no action scheduled in 
the league tonight. In the Oka­
nagan Senior League, Penticton 
hosts Kamloops nnd Vernon plays 
at Kelowna.
m  ON THE SPOT?
Our tow-<ar w U  
get there quick as 
a flash!
We’re as near as the closest 
phone whenever or wherever you 
need two-car service. We’re “on 
c ill” 24  hours a dfiy* Just phone 
3 8 i2 . ,
GEM AUTO SERVICE
see our complete fine of
KODAK FLASH
CAMERAS sni SUPPIIIS
With, a modern Kodak camera, 
indoor pictures and snaps at 
night are every bit as simple and 
sure os sunny-day snapshots. 
Stop'in soon and see our com­
plete line of Srownie and Kodok 
cameras, film, flosholders, bulbs, 
and photo aids. Easy-dots-it 
flash outfits; tool
These and many other 
Gift Ideas are at '
RIBELIN'S
CAMERA SHOP
If in doubt make it simple 
w ith 'a  Gift Certificate. 
2 74  BERNARD AVE. 
PHONE 2108
T W O  N E W  
^  W A Y S  T O  S A Y
. . .  aerve the«e two w oat brow®, 
renowned across Canada •— liow 
' celobrating th e ir first Festive 
Season " n t home”  in B. C.
.CRUSADE SHOWS PROFIT
NEW YORK (AP)—The final 
audit ofi'cvnngH.st Billy Graham’s 
New York crusade showed a net 
profit of 8217,618. The crusqdc’s 
exocutlvo commlttco 1 announced 
tltat $07,618 of the excess will be 
given to the Protestant Council 
of the City of New York, which 
Initiated the crusade. The $150.- 
000 balance will go to the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic Association 
to support telecasts of subsequent 
crusades.
T^d The Spitter 
Tops 16 Years 
Of Sluggers
anCAGO (AP)-Doaton'o Ted 
Wl|llain», winner of his fifth 
American League batting cham- 
Jonship with .388, today was ccr- 
lifledl for Iho slugging crown with 
the highest major league mark in
16 years. .731,
Make Bews your stop for Christmas shopping.
If your ambitions range from' a new table lamp to a TV  
wc have -tUcm all.





BEWS APPLIANCES SALES and SERVICE
191 DERNARD AVE. rilON BM U
y
5P0RTU6HT
Open Letter Asks Santa. 
For Few Choice Presents
U.S. DAVIS CUPPER
By GEORGB IN C U S
fCoarter 8o«ito Editor)
DEAR SANTA CLAUS:
First o f all, dear kindly old sir with the whiskers, may I say 
that tny conduct this year has been exemplary— I have thrown 
no bottles at referees, assaulted no fans, dissected no coaches, 
blasted no executives, made mock of ? no officials . . . wxU, aL 
m w t
In view of this year of blessed behavior, I feel there arc one 
or twd small items I would like to ask for, and feel confident you 
will see it my way, so will number them for your convenience in 
checking the Ibt after filling
I  am going to hold my requests down to a minimum to fit 
in this column, so trust you will realize the necessity of kicking 
through with the loot Requested herein: •
1. Most of my personal needs can be grouped and taken
care of by a custom-made box, similar to Pandora's, that will 
'furnish me with an endless supply of doublc-sawbucks, the gen­
uine article. While I realize full well, dear Claus, that money is 
the root of all evil, I’d like to try being bad this year, since 1 am 
getting tired of rooting. .
2. Partly business and partly personal,' I would like to have 
an automatic typewriter, that will continue to grind out columns 
while I go on holidays, put my feet up, or go fishing. Make it a 
middle-class typewriter, to suit both those who think everything 
I write is drivel, and my fans, all two of them.
PROTECTIVE GIFTS
3. Please send me a tolerance lamp, to light the readers’ 
understanding of the space commitments, shortage of s ^ f ,  wire 
troubles, composing room problems and other adversities that 
can beset the path of the small town sports editor. May it also 
help them realize that “to err is human, to for^ve divine.”
4. If you have one in stock, I’d like a ICiter scrambler, so 
can feed nasty letters into it, and have thciA come out recking
Captain Bill Talbert of the 
U.S. Davis Cup team is having 
his problems, with the neces­
sity of finding a way to give 
Vic Seixas a rest in the second 
day of competition. He called 
for a dress rehearsal yesterday 
with Gardner Mulloy, above, 
and Seixas, right, to have a 
look at them. Barry Mackay, 
22, may replace the 44-year-old 
Mulloy in the doubles, unless 
Seixas has too 1ou2h a day in 
the singles. In the event that 
Seixas has to rest it will be 
Mulloy and Mackay in the 
doubles. /
JET PIONEERS'
The first jet-propelled corr(mcr 
cial airliner, the de Havilland 
Comet, was put into service by 
Britain in 1952. ,
.  By KENNEDY WELLS 
Caiudiaii Press Staff Writer 
N a t i o n a l  Hockey League 
coaches are not usually noted for 
their psychological musings but 
more than oiie must have pon­
dered the mysterious effect of a 
new uniform sometimes has on > 
player.
Thursday night for example. 
JacK McIntyre playing. his first 
game with Detroit, banged in 
two third-period goals to give 
Wings a 3-2 victory over Toronto 
Maple Leafs.
In Boston the Bruins fought 
second place New York Rangers 
to a 3-3tie In a game highlighted 
by rearguard Larry Hillman’s 
second goal in three seasons and
Detroit, in fifth place, continue
its season mastery ove^ Leafs,
McIntyre,'a 27-year-old winger 
who has been up and down with 
NHL clubs six times, moved onto 
a line with Alex Dclvecchio and 
Marcel .Proaovost in the third 
period after Metro .Prystal was 
hurt and promptly banged in his 
pair, at 9:0fi and 15:56.
They gave Wings a 3-1 lead un­
til Leafs' Tod Sloan, who had 
scored in the first period, got his 
second'of the night at 17:47
To .Increase general manager 
Jack Adams’ lustre as a trader, 
the third Detroit goal, scored In 
the second period, was from the 
stick of Forbes 'Kennedy. a«>
Camille Henry’s 17th goal of thejquired frpm Hawks last spring 
season for New York. ■ In Boston, Bruins appeared to
CONTINUE MASTERY  ̂ |havc a win as they'led 2-1 mid
A small crowd of «,665 Watched way through the third period
NFL May Review 
Its Draft Rules
But then, in the sp.ice of three 
minutes of furious action. Rang­
ers scored twice and Bruins ohcc 
to end the game in a tie.
TtVO FOR . TOPPER 
J e,r r y Ttoppazzinl, returning 
after a two-^m c absence, gave 
Bniins their early lead with first 
and second - 'period goals, ans­
wered only by tHenry's score.
Then Rangers pulled into a 2-2 
tic in the third on Larry Popcln’s 
backhander at 11:37 and BUI 
Gadsby put them ahead 3-2 on a 
50-foot shot that caromed craz. 
Uv past goalie Don Simmons at 
13:34;
At 14:24, Hillman, a 20-year-old
who has strent parts of three se«< 
son.<! in the NHL, blasted the 
puck past Marcel Paille during 
a goalmouth scramble.
The weekend will see a full alx« 
game schedule. Saturday, Mont­
real Canadiens are host to New 
York, Bruin.s are in Toronto and 
Detroit is in Chicago. Stinday, 
Canadiens arc in New York, 
i-ortto In Chicago and Boston in 
Detroit.
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of good fellowship and glowing compliments. Maybe you could 
have an attachment on it that could also take the sting out of 
some of my caustic columns, making them flow like treacle.
5 . A  handy little gadget would be an electric prod, if you
have one around, mounted on a collapsible arm a ^ u t  60 feet 
long, so I might indicate my displeasure of shirking athletes or 
comatose officials in a more positive manner than I am able to 
do now. Make sure it is a really f«ppy prod, so it can penetrate 
even the toughest hide, and 1 m i^ t  be able to give it double 
service, using it on the crowd when they seem to be sitting on 
their hands. .
6. Two pair of spectacles, please, one tbd and one green
tinted. These arc not for port and starboard identification, but to 
help me look at the games through rose-oolorcd glasses until the 
going gets cough, then the ^ een  ones will help me to sec the 
plays as many others see them. .
ON THE SERIOUS SIDE
7. One of the most important gifts, kind bid sir, is a box 
ol memory capsules, so that I might send one out to the secre­
tary of every sports organization diat is having a meeting, dr to 
every scorekeeper, so they would remember td let me in on 
things. A s it is now, they frequently overlook me entirely until 
the sports page' comes out, sans report, then they direct a blis­
tering blast at me. This is kind of hard reward. Santa, when we 
arc trying to give them the best of It^al coverage with the staff 
limitations we have to endure in'these formative times.
8. Send me a gross of champions, Santa^ both team and 
individual, to bring honor to the name of the Orchard City.
They’re not really a necessity, Santa, since evety athlete who 
plays a sport with everything that’s in him, takes his buffets with 
a smile, and seeks not the glory but the game, is a pleasure to 
write about. It’s just that you can dig out so many more adjec­
tives about a champion. . n
NOT GREEDY
You see, Santa, I  wasn’t really very greedy. .I could have 
asked for the league championship fdr the Packers, because the 
Orchard City fans have been waiting for nine years to-see it 
conie to roost here. But to tell you the truth, I think they’re 
going to go out and win it for themselves this year, so it would 
only be superfluous of me to ask for it for Christmas.
There were times during the year when I seriously thou^t 
of asking for more men to back up the youngsters in their search 
for a  cleaner way of life through the medium of sport, but thanks 
to those men whose Christmas spirit lasts all year round, the 
kids have had better care this year than any previous one.
If it wasn’t out of your line I would have asked for visits 
tions of wrathful judgment on some of the sports officials whose 
inept handling of situations have resulted in damaging effects 
to the sport concerned. I might also have aslced for a discreet 
little bolt of lightning to be sent to some public decriers of sport 
in general, and hockey in particular, in Canada, but I khow your 
gentle Soul would shrink from such a request.
There’s no use asking for a better ball diamond for the 
Little League, or the softball leagues— they arc already being 
taken care of, thanks to Mayor R. F. “Dick” Parkinson, the 
Lions, and the number of hard-working volunteers.
It would be silly to ask for a championship basketball or 
baseball team, since we have both the B.A. Oilers, interior 
champs, and Uie Orioles, Okanagan-Mainline champs. We also 
have the bantam hockey Mainline champs, and this spring we 
had the Mainline soccer champs, ihc Hotspurs, and many other 
individual champions.
If I were naive enough, we might have asked you for an in 
door swimming pool, but 1 know the ramifications at the pre­
sent time present surrounding this question might phase even
' y o u ? " ', ■' ’
I did have it in mind to ask for goi)d weather for this year’s 
big Ccntcnnjiil Regatta; but 1 know I would hear howls from 
many quarters. The Board of Trade and Tourist Bureau would 
, want to know if I was implying that Okanagan summer wed- 
thcr was evfr anything but nice. The iRcgatta committee woulc 
ask mo if I were trying tq louse up their advance ticket sales by 
mentioning weather in the same breath ns the Regatta, And any 
way, Santa, the Winter thus far seems to indicate we are back ii 
our old ways again as far as sunny weather is concerned (cast 
cm  papers please note.)
I miglU have asked for snpw for t|iq skiers, but to tell you 
the truth my heart wouldn’t have been in it, unless it cOuId bo 
arranged to have it snow up there and miss us entirely.
If I had asked for floodlights for the ball park? Hank Tos 
lensoh would p^babty have gone ovcrboacd for me, b u t !  wouU 
rather see the Orioles get those lights the same way tlicy have 
earned everything they have acconniished in the past few years 
' by hard work and team-work. 1 think this manner of obtaining 
things is better for them, in the long nm, and they will enjoy 
thcm'more.' V' , rv.
So you see, Santa, I have been mast unselfish, and have held 
m y requests down to a very few, out of deference to the needs of 
others. It you should be really short this year, however, you 
might even cut the list down to  one— just so  long as you re­
member tha custom-made box.
Yours hopefully,
. GEORGE INGLIS.
US Davis Skipper 
Having Troubles
MELBOURNE (API— Captain son that if Seixas, for instance, 
Bill Talbert sent out an urgent should have a tough five - set
call today for a lefthander to 
work with his United States Da­
vis Cup squad and hinted he may 
gamble in the doubles to give Vic 
Siexas a rest on the second day.
' “I have asked Dinny Pails, our 
professional, to try to secure us 
a southpaw,” Talbert said. ‘‘This 
is to get us accustomed to play­
ing Mervyn Rose.
He said Pails has his eye on a 
yoimg schoolboy in a junior tour­
nament at Kooyong Stadium.
Rose, veteran lefthander, is 
teaming with Mel Anderson iq 
the doubles of the challenge 
round, scheduled for Kooyong 
Dec. 26 to 28.
CALLS REHEARSALS 
Talbert demonstrated his inde­
cision on the American doubles 
lineup by calling for a 'dress re 
hearsal match today with Seixas 
and Gardnar Alulloy teaming 
against Pails and Barry Mackay 
of Dayton, Ohio. There have 
been strong indications Mackay 
22, might replace Mulloy, 44, who 
was not at his best last week 
against the Belgians.
Talbert said his doubles plans 
will depend on what happens on 
the first day.
"We are. not forfeiting a thing,” 
he said. "But it stands to rea
match on the opeqing day it 
might be impractical to play him 
in doubles and then expect him 
to go out and give a top perform­
ance again in the singles Satur­
day.
So we might—now, under­
stand I do not say we will—we 
just might hold Seixas out of the 
doubles and perhaps use Mulloy 
and Mackay.”
Tab Too Heavy 
On TV Rights 
In Title Tilt
Jock Takes Header 
And Several Breaks
MI.AMI. Fla. (AP)—Jockey Lo­
gan Batchcller was thrown from 
his mount in the ninth race at 
Tropical Park yiiursday and suf­
fered possible broken bones.
Batchcller fell into the infield 
when Ranchero II stumbled at 
the quarter pole. Track physi­
cians said ho suffered possible 
fractures of the right shoulder 
and log, and head injuric.s.,
LANSING, Mich. (AP)—Gov­
ernor G.. Mennen Williams said 
Thursday promoters are asking 
too much for television rights to 
t h e  proposed Chuck- Spieser- 
Archie Moore light heavyweight' 
title fight. ' - 
Williams is a member of the 
board of directors of the Mennen 
Company, a sponsor of weekly 
TV fights. ■
He. previously had asked Men­
nen Company officials whether 
television whs being blocked be­
cause the fight is not sponsored 
by the International Boxing Club.
"As I understand it,” the gov­
ernor said, "the reason they 
aren't going for the fight is that 
the promoters- are asking too 
much—something like $75,000, 
The asking price is just out of 
line with the commercial possi­
bilities. It just isn’t that kind of 
a fight.” - ,
In Detroit, Joe Spieser, bro­
ther-manager of Chuck, said he 
is confident the television spon 
sorship problem . will be solved 
and the fight held here in Feb­
ruary.
WASftiNGTON (AP) — George 
Preston Marshall, president of 
Washington Redskins, suggested 
today that , the National Football 
League delay its annual draft of 
college players until after all the 
bowl games.
And then, Marshall said, pro­
fessional teams should tag not 
more than 25 collegians apiece in­
stead of the present 30.
Marshall wrote NFL commis­
sioner Bert Bell asking club own­
ers consider his draft proposals 
at the annual league meeting in 
Philadelphia, starting Jan. 28.
Marshall said action on either 
would be good for the game and 
counter criticism of the pro draft 
from Congres.s and other fronts 
Scrapping the early phase of 
the draft would be in keeping with 
the league’s policy of Pon-inter- 
ference with college players, he 
said.
ROTATE CHOICES
Under a system resumed three 
years ago, after a lapse, each of 
the 12 NFL clubs draft four 
players ih the first part of De­
cember. Choices are rotated, 
ginning with the lowest team in 
the standings. A different club 
each year also gets a bonus pick, 
as when Chicago Cards tabbed 
Rice quarterback King HiU in the 
initial go-around two weeks ago. 
The remaining 26 selections are 
made at the annual league meet­
ing in midwmter. '
Proponents of the advance draft 
argue that otherwise Canadian 
pro teams can get a jump on NFL 
teams in negotiating with the best 
college talent. Opponents contend 
this is an illusion—that the early
draft merely hangs a sign on the 
most wanted college stars for the 
Canadian clubs to chase.
Marshall and Redskin coach 
Joe Kuharich said few coaches 
have time during their own sea­
sons to do a thorough scouting 
: ob for new material. 
COMPETITION HEALTHY 
Marshall added, however, he 
has no beef against U.S.-Canadian 
competition.
“ It is healthy for the boy,” he 
aid, "and eliminates complaints 
by members of Congress and oth­
ers that the college player does 
not have an opportunity to decide 
where he wants to go.”
Marshall said there was “suffi­
cient opposition” to kill the early 
draft last year, but since the ma- 
: ority favored it the Redskins and 
like-minded clubs went along in 
the end to make the vote unani­
mous.
While vigorously supporting the 
draft as a method of “distributing 
the stars,” Marshall said the 
number of picks’ should be re­
duced to create more free agents:
Youths In Main 
Event Spotlight
NEW YORK (CP)—A couple of 
22-.year-old boxers will share the 
main event si>otlight, tonight at 
Madison Square Garden, Ottawa’s 
Gale Kerwin meeting Jimmy j 
Archer, a former New Yorki 
long.shorcman. '
Kerwin has had a headline 
match' here before but this .will: 
be Archer's first chance at the 
big time. The Ottawa boy. nowj 
fighting out of Valley Sli'cam. 
N.Y., stepped in as a sub in an 
emcigency Oct. 25 and almost 
upset Johnny Busso. Gale made 
such a hit he was promised an­
other chance.*
Archer, who wadc.s in with- a'n 
aggressive style, has a 12-fight 
winning streak and a 14-1 won- 
lost record.
The 10-round match will be 
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NHL PARADE
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NHL Leaders ' 
Standings: Montreal, won 18, 
lost six, tied five, points 41., 
Points: H. Richard, Montreal, 
35.
Goals: Henry. New York, 17. 
Assists: II. Richard, Beliveau, 
Montreal 20.
Shutouts; Hall, Chicago, five. 
Penalties: Fontinato New York 
85 minutes.
Lions' Rote, 
49ers T ittle  
Set For Sun.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — San 
Francisco ’49ers and D e t r  o 11 
Lions hope their quarterback 
troubles are solved as they ap­
proach Sunday’s playoff game 
for the Western Conference cham- 
nionship of the National Football 
League. ,
Worrisome for the ’49ers have 
been pulled muscles in Y. A. 
Tittle’s legs. For the Hons it was 
whether Tobin Rote could step 
into full duty after regular Bobby 
Layne btoke.an ankle two i weeks 
ago. /
'Tittle should be okay,’’ said 
San Francisco coach Frankie Al­
bert. "He won’t be able to fun 
and that will hurt our attack 
somewhat. But he'll be able to 
throw,”
Tittie says his legs feel much 
better than la.st Sunday when he 
entered In the second half to lead
Big 4 Commish 
Resigns From 
Bout Of Abuse
TORONTO (CP)-Judge AUah 
J. Fraser Thursday night told The 
Globe and Mail his resignation 
as commissioner of the Big Four 
Football Union would be placed 
in the mail today.
The paper says Judge Fraser, 
who has held the Sl,000-a-year job 
for two years, said in a telephone 
interview from Ottawa Increasing 
juvenile court work leaves him 
little time for his duties as com­
missioner, "particularly with lim­
ited powers.”
He said his letter to league 
president Bob Moran will say that 
under the e x i s t i n g  circum­
stances I: don’t  want my name 
considered as commissioner for 
1958.”
Judge Fraser referred to juris­
dictional problems over a Mont­
real Alouette protest after Ham­
ilton Tiger Cats’ Ralph Toohey 
rushed off the bench to tackle an 
Alouette, and said he had been 
widely criticized for not acting 
"I got so fed up with it at Grey 
Cup time I almost came home 
before the game. I stayed, but 
that was when I d e c Pd e d I 
wouldn’t consider the job again 
under existing circumstances.
Ah well,” he told The Globe, 
“ I’ll net $800 for my year’s work 
after taxes; ThatTl help pay for 
some of the abuse I’ve taken.” 
The commissioner also referred 
to the Big Fouf annual meeting 
in Winnipeg last January. He said 
he was first told his re-clecti6n 
was unanimous, then that he had 
barely scraped In.
N O TIC E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
Delivery Service of Your
COURIER 
Phone 4 4 4 5
Circulation Department 
KELOWNA COURIER  
Before 7:00 p.m. of 
Publishing Day
7-tff
To B rin g  A ll Y ear R ound
’leasu re G ive a  G ift
F or T he H om e  
CARPETS
There’s still time to order 
carpeting before Christmas 
, . If you want to brighten 
up your rooms see us first 
for Top-Quality, L o w e s t  
Prices. An outstanding se­
lection of Famous- Makes at 
the most Completely stocked 






winning drive against Green 
Bay but the threat of aggravating 
the injuries exists.
Detroit coach George Wilson de­
clares "our team has as much 
confidence in Rote now as it did 
in Layne. He can do the job." I 
Tobin, a , 215-pounder in his 
eighth NFL season, went to De­
troit this season in a trade with 
Green Bay. Through much of the 
year he has been Laync’s undor- 
study. When Bobby broHe his 
ankle, Rote took over.
The winner of Sunday’s contest 
will go against Cleveland Browns 







1 0 4 5  Ellis
BUCKET M A N  SCORES
Bucket man Boh Rmllcs was 
the top man on the Oilers* scor­
ing parode lost night, qs the 
/iefcndlng Interior hoop champs 
led the way at boaketbatra 
year-end match by defeating
the Pcntlctoii Frclghtways, 68- 
47 In a close thrlilcr. Above, 
the 6'4” centre goes up lor an4 







H B A flI N O  A ID
Now! Hear better a n d  lo a k 'y o u r b t u  with tha 
teniational new Zenith Eyegiass Hearing Aid. 
Trimly faihioncd icmple-bart fit nearly all 
frame itylcs. High performance..,4 wondef 
(rantittoft. Genuine Zenith quality. Come,in 
today...or l,ct ui arrange a free demonstra- 
‘ lion In the privacy and comfort of your home.
Eight ether topifb 4- and 5-fi»whlor modda. 
Pr.:w from $50 to SI79, Includla* 10-Pay 
Meatf-Dack Guarantee, 1-Year Warraaty^ 
9-Y#ar'Alter Purchase Sadee PUa.
KELOWNA OPTICAL CO.
318  BERNARD AVE, . P HONE 2924
f l o r n J 0 2 O  — I I I / /
Tlilt advertisement is not piiblislicd or displayed by Uie Liqwof 
Control Board or by the Governmetu of British Columbia,
HOW SUBWAY STRIKE CRIPPLED M A N H A H A N
A tremendous throng mills 
about in New York's Penn 
Station as stranded subway 
riders search for alternate
means of returning to their 
homes in the wake of a crip­
pling strike by subway motor- 
men. Transportation, both sur-
wasface and underground, 
snarled throughout the metro­
politan area by the walkout.
W oman's Dying Wish 
Causes Legal Tangle
DARTFORD. England (Reut­
ers)—The dying wish of an 83- 
year-old woman to be buried with 
her “ babies** has caused a weird 
legal tangle here.
Mrs. Alice Ware made the 
plea just before she died in hos­
pital in this southeast England 
town.
But Mrs, Ware's friends and 
fellow patients said they knew 
nothing about her babies. “Alice 
was childless,*' they all said.
The strange wish was invest! 
gated and the 60-year-old secret 
of Mrs. Ware was disclosed to­
day by the London Daily Herald.
In 1897, the newspaper says, 
Mrs. Ware gave birth to Siamese 
twin boys. But doctors at the time
could not separate them and they 
died.
Tlie broken - hearted mother 
vowed she would never be separ 
ated from her babies, so she 
plaqpd them in a ja r containing 
preserving liquid.
The twins were kept by her side 
through six decade's, and when 
Mrs. Ware was taken to the hos 
pital she smuggled them in with 
her and hid them. They wepe 
found after her death in the 
hiding place.
In death, Mrs. Ware has posed 
a living problem: Whether an in­
quest ’on the twins' death is 
necessary.
So local police now are probing 
the 1957 question: Were the twins 
born dead in 1897?
THE DAILY COKRIES 





CBC Ordered To Pay 
$3,000 In Damage Suit
liwere 
I die 1<
1 HeI a__ a
MONTREAL (CPI — The CBC | flashed on TV screens and 
was ordered todayJto pay $3,000 Uut letter read.*
'.o Dr. E. R. Robbins. 77-ycar-old  said Dick MacDougal, mas- 
hysician, who entered a $10,000 ler of ceremonies w h o  has since
died, invited Toronto viewers t6
Bank Review Claims 
Better Times Ahead
RCMP REPORT CAUSES FR IG IO N
Sommers Case Lawyers 
Clash W ith Prosecutor
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Magis- 
Itrate Oscar Orr will decide Mon- 
I day whether defence lawyers in 
the Sommers conspiracy case 
can see part of a secret RCMP 
: report.
The magistrate delayed his de- 
; clsion after defence lawyers and 
I city prosecutor Stewart Mc- 
{Morran clashed over the prOse- 
'Cutor’s refusal to hand over the 
[report made by former RCMP 
[inspector W. J. Butler.
He made the report two years 
I ago in an investigation ordered 
I by Attorney-General Robert Bon- 
Iner into charges that former 
I forests minister Robert Sommers 
I accepted bribes in the issuance 
I of forest management licences.
Sommers, three men and three 
I companies are charged in a 
I bribery conspiracy.
Alfred Bull, counsel for Charles 
I Schultz and C. D. Schultz 
lUmited a forestry consultant 
ifirm, had asked McMorran to 
jprqduce the Butler report, which 
Mr. McMorran said he had re­
turned to the Attorney-General.
liMATTER OF PRINCIPLE
Mr. McMorran told Magis- 
litra|e Orr today that he would 
Tnot release the report' on a 
l *‘matter of principle.”
“There must be something in 
I the report they don’t want us to 
1 see,*** replied Mr. Bull, ‘‘they’re 
llightog like tigers to keep it 
(away from us.”
Mr, McMorran said the Butler
report isn't “worth a hoot” in 
the police court case and he was 
not going to use it.
He said the report is 20 or 30 
pages long but is “merely the 
result of somebody’s con­
clusions.”
“Inspector Butler was re­
quired to make some Inquiries,’’ 
said the prosecutor. “He started
"Leave Jungles”  
Court Tells Man
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON—Jungle man, John 
Macaweski, pickel up over the 
weekend on a vagrancy charge, 
was released but told to find 
some where else to live.
“If you are found down there 
in that jungle again, you will be 
arrested. You’re going to freeze 
to death som6 night, and we don't 
want that,” the court told John.
Macaweski was found sleeping 
on some boards in the “hobo 
jungle” , south east of Poison 
Park. Macaweski solved his heat­
ing problem by lighting a large 
fire during the day, and then 
sleeping on a layer of earth and 
boards, which he placed over the 
hot coals at night. '
Investigation revealed that the 
•accused was under the care of 
the social service department.
out with, certain assumptions of 
fact which appeared to have some 
basis and then he recommended 
further investigations.”
Mr. McMorran said Inspector 
Butler is seriously ill in Victoria 
and can talk to no one.
DID GREAT DEAL
“He would be absolutely in­
valuable in getting this case off 
because he did do a great deal."
Mr. McMorran said no state­
ments of witnesses, or from ac­
countant Charles Eversfield, 
whose allegations started the 
long Sommers case, are in the 
Butler report.
Mr. Bull narrowed his request 
to seeing only the statements of 
witnesses in the report, but this 
was .also refused by the prose­
cutor.
Mr. McMorran complained 
about the words “body of evi­
dence” used to describe infor­
mation placed before the At­
torney-General two years ago.
“The words used by the person 
who started this was a ‘J )^ y  of 
information,’ and believe me, 
that’s aU it was,” said Mr. 
Morran.
The prosecutor said he would 
turn over to the defence the in­
formation he will use in the 
case.
MONTREAL (CP)-The Cana­
dian economy moved onto a pla­
teau this year, says the Bank of 
Montreal in Us December busi­
ness review released today, but 
there’s higher ground ahead.
The bank says the country 
should take confidence ifrom 
long-range prospects, although 
there was a levelling off in 1957 
from the swift climb during the 
two years following the “reces­
sion” of 1953-54.
The gross national product ran 
at an annual rate of $30,900,000,- 
000 in the finaL quarter of 1956, 
the bank says, 10.7 per cent 
higher than a year earlier.
During the first Half of 1957 the 
figure was down slightly to an 
annual rate of $30,700,000,000 and 
the bank says there has been 
little reason to believe it has 
changed in ‘the second half.
The reduction is blamed mainly 
on a decrease in farm production
but there have been declines in 
minerals and in durable goods, 
non-ferrous metal products, lum­
ber. iron and steel, and motor 
vehicles.
'The number of persons with 
jobs increased by 123,000, but the 
number of jobless more than 
doubled during the period to 
feach 208,000.
Should these trends continue, 
the bank warns, the post-war 
peak of 401,000 unemployed re­
corded in March, 1955, could be 
exceeded this winter.
During, the first 10 months of' 
1957 Canada’s foreign trade def­
icit stood at $738,000,000, about 
$17,000,000 less than in the same 
period of 1956.
OTTAWA (CP) -  Officors of 
Canada’s royal commission on 
energy arc to travel to Western 
Canada early in the new year to 
arrange for hearings on Canada’s 
oil, natiiral gas and pipelines in­
dustry. , ,
Plans for the hearings—the first 
phase of a study to work o,ut rec- 
ommcnd.atlons for a national en­
ergy policy—were outlined Wed­
nesday at a prcE.s conference by 
commission chairman II c li r  y 
Borden.
He said commission secretary 
J. F. Parkinson and counsel 
Arthur S. Pattillo ‘will hold pre­
liminary talks with government 
heads and industry representa­
tives to arrange a time-table. 
They were aiming for an early 
start on the openihg hearings, 
which probably would be held in 
Edmonton. *
Mf. Borden. 56-year-old presi­
dent of Brazilian Traction, Light 
and Power, Company, said the 
cbmmission will deal first: ‘with 
all m atters connected with the 
oil, gas and pinelinc.s industry” 
because gas and oil now arc dy­
namic factors in the Canadian 
economy.
“ We have coal, nuclear power 
water power, oil, gas and pipc' 
lines to .<itudy,” he said. “I think 
the commissioners are of the 
view one could not nsofully seek 
evidence on all matters at one 
lime.”
damage action against the CBC.
The action arose from a tclcvl- 
.'ion program, Tabloid, emanat­
ing from Toronto Feb. 8. 1956̂
In his judgment, read from Su­
perior C o u r t  bench. Associate 
Chief Justice W. B. Scott said he 
was convinced the privacy of Dr. 
Robbins had been intruded upon 
badly.
He said the deliberate nature 
of the action was shown by the 
fact that practically all the lang­
uage used was prepared by Ross 
McLean, t h e  program producer 
in advance of the program. 
CRITICIZED PROGRAM 
In his a c t i o n  Dr. Robbins 
claimed that as a result of a let­
ter he wrote criticizing the pro­
gram, his name and address
EARLY LINK
The' first trans-ocean wireless 
station in America was estab­
lished by Marconi near Glace 
Bay, N.S., in 1902.
AND THE $ 6 4 ,0 0 0
Takes Domestic Problehis 
Out Of TV Limelight
OLD FISHERIES
F i^ erm en  have been hauling 
cod from the Grand Banks 
Newfoundland for 450 years.
write Dr. Robbins and Montreal 
viewers to teleiAone the doctor 
"to cheer him up.”
Incidents that follow*^ caused 
him loss of private practice and 
embarrassment, • a m o h g other 
things. »
Mr. Justice Scott said the de­
fence had claimed that when Dr. 
Robbins wrote the letter h i had, 
in effect, challenged the program 
to air his views.'
He said he \ '̂as convinced Dr. 
Robbins had simply intended the 
letter should be shown to mem­
bers of the Tabloid cast, but even 
it he had Intended U to bo broad­
cast he certainly had not In mind 
that his name and address shoulcj 
be flashed on the screen “and the 
dogs be set upon him,"
FREE HOM E
DELIVERY
PRINCETON B E E R
Phone
Kelowna 2224
ru u  auLT Bttn
olf This advertisement is  not published or displayed by the Liquor 





•  TEmple 7  . . .  . TEnnyson 8 . . TErminal 2 . . .  
so u th  8 . .  . these arc new Central Office names
: identifying some of our telephone exchanges in the 
“ latest 1957 Telephone Directory which became 
effective on December 17th.
Telephone listings in thesq newly-identified Central
• / Offices now consist of 2 Letters and 5 Numbers, 
v ; Known as “2-5 Numbering’* .  , . this change is the
V initial step in your Telephone Company’s plans to 
f  provide system-wide Direct Distance Dialing on out- 
, . of-town calls. (The remainder o f  our exchanges will 
/ be changed to 2-5 Numbering in our next Directory.)
»■ |i''R ■ ■ ■ •' ' .
/ ' I t  is extremely Important in placing A Long Distance 
‘ call to a 2-5 Number that the called telephone be 
■properly Identified by its full Central Office name 
iand  number —  for example:
J o  cal! a WESTBANK telephone listed as SO 8 -1 2 3 4 , 
ask the Operator for “SOuth 8 -  1234.”
•  It Is equally Important when calling from a 2-5  
?  Number to give the operator your full Central Office 
Knam e and number. *
V  " ' ' ' '









TEHRAN. Iran (API The 
official death toU of west Iran’s 
two earthquakes last week 
climbed toward 2,600 today 
with the . disclosure that 600 
more persons are believed bur­
led in the wreckage of the vil­
lage of Farsang.
TEHRAN. Iran (AP) — An 
American official said yesterday 
‘never have I seen such total 
destruction as the havoc created 
by the recent earthquake in west­
ern Iran.’̂
After a three-day tour of the 
stricken area, Clark S. Gregory, 
U;S. aid director in Iran, re­
ported that “more than half the 
population of, l,8(i0 of the village 
of Farsang have been killed un­
der .the falling .walls of their 
homes.”
The ■ total official death- toll In 
the disaster area stands at 1,180 
but the goyernpr of • Hamadan 
province has been quoted as . say­
ing that 2,000 pe(:sons died.
Gregory said that as his party 
approached Farsang, centre of 
the quake area, they saw only
a* torge mound of rubble per­
haps: 35 feet high—this hud been 
Farsang.”
FIRES STILL SMOLDER
“We climbed to the top and 
saw that It covered an area of 
at least two city blocks. ■ Wisps 
of smoke Indicated smoldering 
fires , were somewhere down be­
low!,”
No more than 50 of the vil­
lage’s 480 houses were still stand­
ing and many of those were dam­
aged.
The party saw a burial ground 
thronged with mourners and was 
told that more than 500 victims 
had been biirled so far. Another 
100 bodies lay on litters await­
ing burial.
Gregory said It whs esUmnted 
poveral hundred , more were still 
entombed.
TAKES DOMESTIC— ..
NEW YORK (AP)—Theophilus 
Adepoju Aderonmu has decided 
to take his $64,000 and his en­
tangled domestic problems out of 
the television limeUght.
The 30-year-old Bible expert 
from Nigeria told a coast-to- 
coast television audience on CBS- 
TV’s “$64,000 Question” program 
Tuesday night: \
“ I have been so embarrassed 
I can’t  concentrate in what I’m 
doing.”
One of the things that ap­
parently embarrassed Aderonmu 
was that he claimed to favor,, a 
reconciliation with, a divorced 
wdfe without mentioning that he 
had married again since the di­
vorce. He also is having trouble 
with the United States immigra 
tion service.
TOOK SECOND WIFE 
Before withdrawing from the 
quiz program Aderonmu, whose 
usually beaming face is scarred 
from tribal ceremonies in his
youth, had answered correctly 
all the i,questions put to him 
about Bible subjects. He had 
gone as high as the $96,000 ques­
tion and could have won as much 
as $256,000, but he said his em­
barrassment was so great that he 
would take the $64,000 and quit.
Aderonmu and his first wife, 
Faye, were divorced in August 
1956. After he began winning on 
the big money show she appeared 
in domestic relations court and 
sued him for noh-suppOrt.of their 
child.
At the time, Aderonmu talked 
as if he hoped for a reconcilia­
tion. A judge ordered him to pay 
$30 a week for support of the 
child.
Aderonmu told his television 
audience that he was willing to 
remarry his first wife if she 
would have him.
Meanwhile, in Chicago, records 
indicated he ^ad  taken a second 
wife, April 30, 1957. The records 





ASK RAIL RATE BOOST
.WASHINGTON/(AP)-AU ma-
4or railways in the United States ...................
Thursday asked interstate comm- of here. Police identified the dead
killed Thursday night when their 
car and. an oil transports were 
in coRision about 30 miles west
'■IS;
Former Kelowna 
Man J. E. Doyle 
Dies In East
Word has been received of the 
death Tliursday a t Perth, Ont., 
of John Everard Doyle,' whor'nt some time in Kelowna 
Ing the past 10 years.
Mr. Doyle, while In Kelowna, 
wa.s a wheelchair invalid, and 
while incapable of getting aroundBuch, be made some Jastlilg 
endships among several Kel­
owna onu district iicopic. He was 
75'years a t the time of his death.
Fhneral service will bo held 
Saturday, a t St. John’s Catholic 
(%urch,' in Perth, ond burial will
is* i.*K*®*’ .Perth. Me is survlv̂ M by Ids 
wif^the former liaccl Cooke.
merce commission authority to 
increase freight rates on a,selec­
tive basis'. The proposed selective 
increases [have not, been dis­
closed; but it was reported they 
will average about three per cent. 
The'carriers obtained a general 
rate increase of 15 per cent last 
Aug. 6. , ,
Liv e d  to  lo i
LITTLE BRITAIN, Ont. (C P )- 
Mptilda Snclgroyc, 101, oldest 
resident in Mariposa Township, 
was buried Thursday in this com­
munity 24 miles north of Oshawn.
MUGGER GETS FIVE YEARS
MONTREAL (CP) — Bernard 
Roch, 29, was sentenced Thurs­
day to five years in penitentiary 
for choking a woman and steal­
ing her purse. Judge Henri Mas­
son told Roch his claims of being 
beaten up by police wore dis- 
iroved by evidence n passerby 
ind attacked him during tlio ns 
sault On the woman,
WORKED IN WFJ3T 
HAMILTON (CP) ~  Charles 
Fowler, 63, associated with the 
Canadian Bank of Commerce for 
43 years prior to his retirement Irt 
1054, died Thursday, Earlier he 
had worked, In Alberta, Saskatch­
ewan and Northern Ontario,
PEARSON ON AIR
TORONTO (CP) — Lester B. 
Peorson, Canada's former ex­
ternal M alts mirtistor, will bq 
one of tho Bpenkers In .the BBC's 
^mmon\ycalth radio broadcast 
Christmas Day. Mr, Pearson will 
My what ho thinks Canada mlgiti 




AMAZING I  
BUT I  
TRUE! I
driver of the car as Mangus J.W. 
Malmbqrg, 56, of Ottawa. They 
did not immediately disclose iden­
tity, of, his tvvo passengers.
ASKED TO v^AKE CHOICE
TORONTO (CP)-Toronto arid 
district r Labor , Council has de­
manded that Dr. John Kuchcrepa 
resign -cither ns a member of 
Parliament or as a Toronto aider- 
man. In a resolution, tho council 
said “the present situation at Ot­
tawa will require all Conserva­
tive members to be in tho House 
regularly and there is still a full 
year to go in the term of Alder­
men, It is Impossible for Dr. 
Kuchcrepa to do justice, to both 
jpbs.” • ,
390 M.P.n. OCEAN FLliailT
TEL AVIV, Israel (R euters)- 
A Bristol Britannia airliner of El 
A1 I s r  a 0 1 Airlines landed at 
Lydda airport Thursday night 
after n 14-hour, 56-mlnuto non­
stop flight from New York. The 
British - built turboprop plane’s 
flight of 5,000 miles is claimed 
to bo tho longest, non-stop air ser­
vice., It nvoraged .390 miles an
W H E N  Y O U  PURCHASE A N Y  
O F THE F O L L O W IN G  ITEMS
or
^  THREE KILLED 
OTTAWA I C P ) • Three occu­
pants of -on nutomobilo were
.........
VE R N  S E Z - M A N !!
You’ve just never had a Super Car Wash until you’ve 
nad u  done with good ole Orchard City Motors water.
Also (Chrtrfwia«I '1 i . I T im  For Sale . • • 






Why SYLVAN IA TV with HALO- 
LIGHT is Better to r Your Eyes . . •!
American Oplomc(rI$l9 say '’Halolight Is a natural 
supplement to T V  room lighting.”  Remember you 
have only one pair of eyes to last your. lifetime.
Wo sintply won't be undersold! Free 
3 months service on parts ond labor 
with every set sold!
TILEVISION CENTRE
A N D  A PP LIA N C ES L IM ITE D
Offices in Kelowna, Vernon and Kamloops 
441 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2049
> . 1 ,1 «( . - ( . I - I . ' 'f i ' ' ' IIV'
'h’M
Mabel Sharpies, O f Kelowna, Goes 
To Island Of Maui As Missionary
Sharpies,Mabel
daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. £d 
Shelves. 1004 Harvey Ave., will 
spend this Christmas on the is­
land ot Maul, one ot the Hawaiian 
Islands, where she has gone as 
a missionary teacher. She is 
with the Philippines Faith Mis­
sion, which is affiliated with the 
Canadian Japanese Mission.
Bom in Calgary, Mabel came 
here with her parents when she 
was tivc, and has taken her 
elementary and high ichool in 
Kelowna, after which the studied 
at the Miller Memofial Bible In
y o u n g e r f s t i t u t e  at Pambrun. Sask. For 
the past two years she has been 
working with the Canadian Jap­
anese Mission in Toronto, and 
the left Kelowna for Maui about 
three weeks ago, by plane.
Her work there will deal par­
ticularly with children, though 
she will work also with adults, 
and for a time wUl be studying 
language.
Mabel has one sister and three 
brothers; Mrs. J . Kelley, of 
Everett. Wash., Dick at Prince 
George and two brothers at 
home.
M ARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Secretaries Consider Disobeying 
Bosses Who Don't Want G ifts
friend ot his wife, mother, sister 
or housekeeper. In which case 
you'd bo addressing the 
ler, not him. .
BRITISH SWEATER- 
SOFT LAMBSWOOL
NEW NECKLINE FOR 
CLASSIC TWIN SET
But Newest In Paris Is "Gunny-Sack"
FRL, DEC. 20. 1957 THE DAILY COiIrIER
Styles in sweaters shown 
as neat as they arc smart,
Lola Prussac, the Paris expert 
on hand-knitted garments, .says 
that I f  you’re capable of knit­
ting a slip-on or sweater, you 
can have a sack-llkc chemise 
sheath with just a few hours 
more work.
Instead of starting your gar­
ment at the hip-hem, you begin
are I to knit at the skirt-hem. Once 
but front and back arc sewn to­
gether. your sack-dress should be 
absolutely tubular from the 
skirt-hem up to underneath the 
arms and touching the body 
around the hips only.
One such sweater sack Is all 
black with an original fringe 
trlnunlng for a Mexican look. It 
has one row of green, one of 
white apd one of red fringes sewn
around the skirt like tiers near 
the hemline.
OLD SWEATER-NEW LOOK 
This expert also has an idea 
on how to give an old sweater 
a new look. Cut off the rib-knit 
edging on your old sweater, turn 
the edge In and trim it wfth a 
row of at least four-inch-long 




A honeymoon In the Bavarian 
Alps for two weeks followed the 
marriage at No. 4 Fighter Wing 
RCAF, Baden, Soellingcn. Germ­
any, on November 16, of Laura 
Anne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ray Lingle, 1075 Wilson Ave., 
Kelowna, and Douglas J. Gow, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Gow, 
of Kingston, Ontario.
The chancel of the Protestant 
Chapel was banked with chrys­
anthemums for the occasion, and 
wearing a floor-length gown of 
white lace, the bride carried red 
roses. She was given in mar­
riage by the RCAF Sgt. at the 
Base,
A. reception in the mixed 
lounge followed the .ceremony, 
where the bride’s table, decor­
ated with red roses, was centred 
by the wedding cake. The young 
couple will reside in Germany 
where the groofh is‘ stationed 
with the RCAF.
HITHER AND YON
FLIES TO AND FROM NEW 
YORK . . . Miss Monica Hill, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D 
Hill, arrived in Kelowna Monday 
for a week’s vacation with her 
parents. She leaves again Mon­
day, December 23, in order to be 
back with her show, the lee 
Follies, which opens in Philadel­
phia Christmas Day.
Leaving New York Sunday 
night by air. Miss Hill arrivec, 
in Vancouver in time to make 
connections that brought her to 
Kelowna' by Monday evening. 
Next Monday she will travel by 
air from Penticton via Vancou­
ver and Seattle for New York.
CHRISTMAS HERE . . . ArMj:; 
riving from Vancouver l ^ e s d a ^  
will be Miss Shirley Pollard who 
will spend Christmas with her 
arents, Mr. and Mrs. A. R 
ollard.
MR. AND MRS. DOUGLAS 
J. GOW
To Do His 
Child Should Have Home Chores
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, Ph.D,
WHETHER your child is 2. 5 or 
15, you want him to be well lik­
ed by adults as Well as play­
mates.
In order to do this, he will first 
have to Icaim how to get along 
with other children. Also, he must 
learn to do his share. He can’t 
have others in the family do the 
chores that he should do.
HEAVY ASSIGNMENTS
Suppose your child of 8, 12 or 
16 has heavy homework assign­
ments and docs them faithfully. 
Suppose he also has outside ac­
tivities at school which he per­
forms well and consclcntously.
&P i
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Hernard at St, Paul 
Phone SIOJ
TO VANCOL'VER . . . Mr. and 
Mrs. Art Lander leave Sunday 
for Vancouver and will spend 
Christmas with their son and 
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Art Landed 
Jr., ano their wee grandson 
born December 18.
FROM TORONTO . . . Here 
for Christmas from Toronto will 
be Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Johannes 
and with them will be their son. 
Robert, from UBC, all of whom 
will be,guests of Mr. Johannes 
cousin t̂nd his wife, Mr, and 
Mrs. Ed Sharpies, Harvey Ave 
Mr. and Mrs. Sharpies’ son, Dick 
also will spend Christmas, com 
ing from Prince George to be 
at his parent’s home.
Mr. Johannes will be remem­
bered in Kelowna from the time 
he lived in Vancouver , and 
travelled through here. He is now 
Rexall manager for Eastern 
Canada.
ARRIVING TUESDAY .
Mr. and Mrs. Keith McDonald 
and their small daughter Andrea 
will arrive from Vancouver 
Christmas Eve to spend the holi­
day with Mrs. McDonald’s 
mother, Mrs. F, W. Pridham.
SOUTHERN VISIT . . . Mrs. 
Louise Miers has returned to 
Vancouver for Christmas after a 
month’s . stay with her sister, 
Mrs. H. B. Burtch. After Christ­
mas she will go to Arizona for 
a month’s visit.
TO VANCOUVER , . . Mr. and 
Mrs, Tony Bull will spend Christ­
mas in Vancouver with Mrs, 
Bull’s parents.
HOLIDAY ON V.I. . . . Leav­
ing Saturday morning' for Victoria 
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. 
Brown, who will spend Christ­
mas with Mrs, Brown’s sister 
and her husband, Mr, and Mrs. 
Vernon Rldgway.
Jaycee Delegate i 
Is Welcomed 
A t CARS Meeting
At the regular monthly meet­
ing of Canadian Arthritic and 
Rheumatism Society held at the 
Health Centre recently, W.. 0. 
Clark, acting president in the 
absence of C. R. Bull, welcomed 
H. C. Langton, a delegate from 
Kelowna Jaycees.
The Jaycees have expressed 
their willingness to assist com­
munity chest in its next campaign 
for funds, and at Kelowna CARS 
is a participating agency Mr. 
Langton wished to learn of the 
work and need of this society.
The physiotherapist, M i a s  
Francis, reported there were 47 
cases on treatment during No­
vember and 122 treatments were 
given, 86 of these being in the 
clinic and 36 on home visits.
An average of eight patients 
have been attending the arts 
and crafts classes at the home 
of Mrs. O. Jennens,, and have 
been painting and decorating 
elastic boxes. During her visit to 
ICelowna, Mist Mary Pack, ex­
ecutive director of CARS made 
several visits to Mrs. Jennens’ 
Tome, and bought some samples 
of the patients’ work which she 
will be using later for exhibition 
purposes. Miss Pack also ex­
pressed the wish that slides 
should be made showing arts and 
rafts class in progress.
CARS is anxious to obtain a 
cheap second hand typewriter.
Christmas gifts were wrappi 
at the last WA meeting, and the 
lucky winner of the beautifully 
dressed doll was announced 
recently.
Will* Attend Capping 
Ceremony Saturday
Leaving for Vancouver Friday 
to attend the capping ceremony 
of her granddaughter. Mary Lou 
Rannard, at St. Paul's Hospital, 
is Mrs. C. H. Leaman. The cere­
mony takes place Saturday after­
noon, and Mrs. Leaman and Miss 






GLENMORE — Open house for 
the parents of the children at­
tending the Glenmore Sunday 
School was hey on Sunday, De­
cember 15. The Sunday School, 
which is non-denomlnational, is 
held each Sunday In the activity 
room of the Glenmore School.
Christmas carols were sung as 
well as other hymns, and while 
the children were in their clas­
ses the parents were able to 
view somi of the work done 
during the year.
After the classes Miss Betty 
Martin spoke to the group and 
showed some most interesting 
colored slides depicting her 
work in Ethopia where she is 
a medical missionary. Miss Mar­
tin is home on a year’s furlough 
visiting her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Vince Martin. As well as 
the slides Miss Martin had 
several other photos displayed 
and many interesting native 
articles which she brought back 
with her.
Open house was enjoyed very 
much by all the parents who 
attended.
Perhaps he also belongs to the 
Scouts or a church choir or en­
gages in several other activities..
He may even take extra music 
lessons.
Because he is so alert and faith­
ful in all these enterprises, you 
haven’t the heart to ask him to 
do- a thing about the home. Moth­
ers often tell me they feel this 
way. ,
Isn’t he getting training* in re­
sponsibility? Doesn’t he need to 
relax and have fun during his 
spare moments? i 
TIME FOR FUN,
Yes, indeed., What's ,more, he 
may need to be prevented from 
doing too much. Perhaps he 
should be prevailed on, even re­
quired, to cut down some of his 
out-of-school activities so that he 
can have more time for one more 
thing, time for sharing some of 
the home drudgeries, time for do­
ing.some things^ho would rather 
not do.
REGULAR CHORES
Ho should have at least one or 
two regular homo chores wnich 
require but a few minutes to per­
form. The number of such re­
sponsibilities, or the time they 
take, is not as important ns their 
certainty.
MaybO your child Is a genius 
Therefore, you think it is right 
to protect him from all homo 
drudgeries so he may linvc ample 
time to do all the things he docs
“  < S S n ’;  X  ot w ^ , ,  ™
he might contribute to the world dePfyfr
•T wonder if the Navy would 
adopt thia Big Blue Ribbon 
idea?"
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: We 
have a problem in our office that 
we’d like your opinion on. We 
work for a large company and 
there are approximately 80 girls 
working in the office, and about 
20 bosses.
We have always drawn names 
and exchanged gilts at Christmas 
time; and also the bosses and 
their secretaries exchange gifts.
Last year a couple of the bosses 
asked their secretaries not to buy 
them gifts but. as it happened, 
we’d already bought gifts before 
they said this. Now this year 
they’ve asked, us ahead of time 
not to buy gifts for them.
IS IT RUDE TO mSIST?
We want to give them some­
thing for Christmas; and we feel 
that we should. But we don’t 
know it it would be rude since 
they’ve asked us not to. Maybe 
they don't want to give us any­
thing.
Would you please advise us 
whether we should do as they've 
asked? Or should we go ahead 
and give them something if we 
want to? Or is it better to send 
some household gilt—homemade 
cookies or candy — to their 
homes?
We will be watching your col­
umn for a reply. We need an an­




DEAR G.P.: If the .boss has 
asked you not to put him on your 
Christmas list, that ought to set­
tle it. I should consider it bad 
form, and presumptuous, to force 
a gift on him, when he's already 
said that he doesn’t want it.
He is probably embarrased at 
being involved in a personal sen­
timental sort of Christmas ex­
change with you—because actual- 
Ily this isn't the character of your 
association with him.
The workaday relationship be­
tween boss and secretary is (or 
should be) impersonal and .de­
tached, even though cordial andi 
considerate. It is moving in the 
wrong direction when it drifts, or 
is steered, toward a social (or 
“visiting” ) type of friendliness. 
The “clubby” spirit of fraterni­
zation in an office opims the door 
to that easy familiarity which 
breeds contempt—i.e., lack of de­
ference to the other person, and 
negligence about being on one’s 
own best behavior.
GIVING DISCOMFORT 
RATHER THAN JOY 
Doubtless the boss knows the 
amount of your income, and prob­
ably he figures (sensibly) that 
you are throwing away the money 
spent on him — inasmuch as he 
doesn’t need .the gift; and your 
generosity doesn’t net you any­
thing in that instance. In other 
words, your gift isn’t boosting 
your stock with him; but only 
causing him moments of discom' 
fort that he’d rather prevent.
Further, the boss probably 
hates gift-shoppping, as most 
men do; hence feels more irked 
than amiable, momentarily, to­
wards the wistfri) fejnalt lhat he 
(eels compelled to shqp lor. .
In buying for his leex^tary, a 
man eilher has to )iui the er­
rand himself, or app^ l.to  s>me 
womah in his pi^vato .lifa—wife, 
mother, sister or sweetheart—to 
take on the chore. In’w||ich case 
he is in for a  certain amount of 
explaining — to suggests what 
woulud be suitable, why he feels 
obligated, etc. And we all know 
how much men resent having to 




Finally, it U likely that the boss 
and the woman in his life (he’s 
probably married) both regard 
your^well meant gift-giving to 
him as gauchely inappropriate. 
It is a pathetic kind of intimation 
of giving him too milch import­
ance in your private thinking; or 
at any rate a disproportionate 
amount ot remembrance, far 
greater than the investment of 
thought he devotes to you, out of 
office hours.
If they were to take the trouble 
to spell out what they feel, it 
probably would go something like 
this; "Oh. 1 do wish Miss Smith 
would take the money spent on 
this superfluous gift, and send it 
to the missions. Or put it in the 
Christmas collection at h e r  
church. Or give it to an agency 
that provides (^ristmas f o r  
needy children.”
And, fro mmy viewpoint, that 
would be a good idea. There is 
no social justification for send­
ing homemade candies or cookies 
to the man’s house at Christmas, 
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YET INEXPENSIVE  
GIFTS.
1̂
This year shop 
carefully
Shop confidently at
I  Dyck's Drugs
tn Kelowna 
Dial 3333 for DellTery





C h ris tin a s ^ D i
^  Jqys
Wc give top-value 
on trade-ins.
Wc give Budget Terms.
f
We give money-back 
guarantee on all 
garments sold.
N.
See our complete stock of
C A P E S -S T O U S -JA C K E T S  
and FULL U N G TH  COATS
GtM TAILORS, CLEANERS 
and FURRIERS LTD.
518 BER NARD AVE. PHONE 2701
intellectually ond nrtislicnily 
While it |s true that he will find 
satisfaction in these directions, 
he will not enjoy n normal life 
with other people.
No ono has proved ihat a gen- 
lous win got farther intellectually 
by growing up and living socially 
njinrt from other |)cople.
(My bulletins, ‘"How lio Teach 
Your Child to Help nt Home” ond 
"Tl\o Lonely Timid Youth,’  ̂ may 
be had by sending n self-address­
ed U.S. stamped envelope to me 





Mr. and Mrs. Percy MHIord, 
HR 3, Kelowna, announce the 
engagement of thdr eldest 
daughter. Marguerite Susan, to 
Charles George Ludvicck, son of 
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph 'Ludvicck, 
ot Fairfax, Iowa.
The wedding will take place 
January 18, at 3:30 p.m., at the 
home ot the bride’s parents, 
Rev. R. M. Bourke otflctoUng.
MEXICAN FAIjACK «
The p.rescnt national palace In 
Mexico, city, started in 1 ^ ,  is 
on a site wtiero Montezuma held 
AoUrt centuries nrcviously.
Pfyffer. Also coming home Is 
Mrs. dcPfyffor’s son Robert, who 
is government assessor at Rev- 
clstokc. ' '
TO CALGARY . . ..Mis Pam- 
cln, Rose leaves Kelowna today 
for B two-week visit to her 
brother and sister-in-law, in Cal 
gary, Capt. and Mrs, Barry Rose.
ARRIVING TODAY . . . Misses 
Pamela and Nancy Drake, of 
Vancouver, arrive home today 
to spend Christmas with their 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. \G 
broke. Tlicy will be accompanied
by their cousin, Michael Drake.
MECHANICAL HELP
England and Wales now have 
nt least one farm tractor to every 
39 ^cres of arable land.
Sir George WtUlams College in 
Montreal »s n n i n c d j  (or the 




Glvcsvyour eyes a re- 
Jinxing change. Recom­




and APPLIANCEa LTD. 
441 Bernard Phi. ttOi
Sf)l
It's Easy to  place a Daily Courier W a n t A d  -  PH 4 4 4 5
Deaths n iE  DAILY COVEIEE FBI., DEC. » .  ItST 8
DOYLE — At hii Jate rcsldeAcc, 
3Z JHarvey Street, Perth, Ontario, 
on Thursday, December 19, • 1357, 
Jdm  Everard Doyle, beloved 
husband of Hazel Codte in this 
T6th year. Reatins at the Blair 
sod Sons Funeral Home. 9 
West Core Street, Perth, Ontario 
until Saturday, December 21. 
t^«nce to St. John’s Churca 
«oere requiem mass will be cele­
brated at 9 a.m. Interment St. 
John's Cemetery. Perth Blair and 
Son. 97
Business Opportunities
OPERATOR REQUIRED FOR 
fully equipped hotel cafe In 
South (Rcanagan town. Ref­




ELDERLY GEIfrLEMAN PIA- 
IflST would like to correspond 
Wl& a party Interested In dis­
cussing classical music. Box 
3241 Courier. ______  102
FINANCING A CAR? BEFORE 
you buy. ask us about our Low 
Cost Financing Service with 
complete insurance coverage. 
Carruthers and Mcikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard .Ave., Kelowna. 99





FOR SOMEONE AWAY 
, From Home
Santa’s Right! News from home 
in the form of a Gift Subscriiv 
tion to this newspaper, will make 
a wonderful present for that son 
or daughter in college, the loved 
one in military service or former 
resident who lives in. a distant 
city.
I t is so easy to order . . , Just 
call and give us the name and 
address of the person you wish 
to remember.
We will announce your gift with 
a colorful Holiday Greeting, and 
begin delivery at Christmas.




1941 FORD SEDAN FOR wreck­
ing. Motor and body excellent. 
Phone 8592. 98
LET'S EAT
Kris Kringlettes New Confection 
That Any Youngster Gan'Make
STRAIGHT from Mrs. Santa’s 
kitchen comes a new cookie- 
candy confection, Kris Kring­
lettes. Quibk and easy to make by 
anyone 8 years old and up, they 
make a vfelcpme gift,, are delight­
ful to pibblp and perfect to pass 
with coffee.- _
Kris Kringlenes: In a double 
boiler top, combine.I c. (6 oz.) 
pkg. sgml-sweet; chocolate moV-
WATCH •TARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
SACRIFICE SALE — 1937 FORD 
half ton. Less than 2,000 miles. 
Can be financed. Can be seen at 
801 Wilson Ave. 100
DESIGNED FOR VERTICAL LANDING, TAKE-OFF
Here’s the first photograph of 
a unique new U.S. research 
airplane. Designated the verti- 
planc, it is designed to take 
off and land vertically, hover
and fly forward. Using the 
"deflected slipstream’’ princi­
ple, the army-Ryan vertiplane 
employs large flaps to turn 
the propeller slipstream down­
ward. The end plates at wing 
tips confine the slipstream to 
flap span for better efficiency. 
There is no report oq the 
plane’s performance as yet.
Business Personal
FOR SALE — ’54 FORD IN ex­
cellent condition. Phone 7565.
101
Articles For Sale
COAL AND WOOD HEATER 
S5; Coal and Wood Range $10. 
Faonc 2342. 98
Fuel And Wood
GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587.
tf
AUTOMOBILE Insurance Rates 
not be increased. Fruit 
Growers Mutual Insurance Co. 
Phone 4138. tf
DRY SLAB AND BUSH WOOD 
for sale — Phone Ivan Spletzer at 
6367. 108
PRIVATE PARTY WISHES TO 
borrow $33,000. Will repay at 
$300 a month. Will give first 
irlortgage on 3 homes in a city, 
valued at $60,000. References. 
Write Box 3235 Courier. 100
PIANO TUNING — 50 YEAR’S 
experience. Prices reasonable. 
B. D. Pope. Leave orders at 
Bew’s Appliances, 551 Bernard 
Aye. ' ______ ______ 104
I ?  YOU WANT THE BEST 
guaranteed TV Repair Service 
Call a t Rex TV Repair Dept., 249 
Bernard Ave. Phone 3405. tf
DRY BUSH WOOD, DELIVER 
ED, $14 a cord. Phone 3257.
"  101
C H R ISTM A S SPEC IA L S
D ry  B ush  W ood  
2 cord load  $24.00  
O ne cord $12.50  
P h one 2824 or 8815
97
FOR FAST AND RELIABLE 
watch repairs,, call at Rex Watch 
and Clock Dept., 240 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 3405. tf
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY — 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 104
Help W anted.
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY 
length. $14 a cord. Phone 3850.
97
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and POLISHERS now- available 
for rent in Kelowna. B. and B. 
Paint Spot Ltd., for details Phone 
3636. 97
Building M aterials
TRUCKER FOR 30 MILE LONG 
haul, 32 and 40 foot lengths, SOM 
daily until breakup, also surnnaer 
haul. Contact. Morice Bellicini, 
Houston, B.C.~ 97
QAULIFIED STENOGRAPHER 
required. Relpy in own ■ hand 
writing stating qualifications, 
salary acepected and when avail­
able to Rutoerford, Bazett and 
Co., 9̂ 286 Bernard Avenue, Kel­
owna, B.C. . 99
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED -  
also to look after children from 
12 to 5 p.m. Phone 7008. 99
Position W anted
MIDDLE AGED WOMAN would 
like housekeeping job or will 
look after elderly couple. Wants 
to have son In grade 8 with her. 
Phone 8827., ___ ?9
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. tf
Farm Produce
FR E SH  EG G S D A ILY  
895 W ardlaw  A ve.
FREE DELIVERY
P h on e 8720 or 4575
98
For Rent
TWO ROOM SUITE IN BELBE- 
DBRE, Furnished or unfurnish­
ed. Apply 564 Bernard Ave. or 
phone 208Q. _____
SUNDAY DINNER
Hot Tomato Bouillon ' 
Frisassce of Chicken Franchis 
Whipped l^tato Green Peas 
, Avocado-Lettuce Bowl 
i   ̂ Apricots4n-Gcl.. .
Crlspi Cookies '
Cdffce or Tea Milk
All measurements.are level; 
recipes proportioned to - serve 
. ,  ; 4,to 6 ., '
OLD SANTA IS LISTENING
KING OF CORN
Charles N. Fischer, of Shelby- 
ville, Ind., who was named 
“Corn King’’ at Chicago’s Inter­
national live stock show, is 
shown with his yellow hybid 
corn. It was Fischer’s fourth 
championship in this special 
class.
What she is saying is a 
secret between her and Santa 
Claus, but anyone can guess 
that Jaine Moore of Sudbury,
Ont., is going to get whatever 
she asks for. Santa Claus 
couldn’t resist an appeal like 
this!
PRINTED PATTERN
RED PONTIAC POTATOES $2.75 
a sack. Roweliffe Cannery, 376 
Cawston. 98
FRESH EGGS DAILY — 895 
Wardlaw Ave. Phone 8720 or 4575. 
Free delivery. - tf
NICE WARM COZY ROOM FOR 
rent, 1842 Marshall St. Phone 
8584. tf
Completely furnished three 
room duplex units 
• by Week or Month ' 




OFFICE SPACE — FIRST floor 
3 ^ 1  ft, Heated, two restrooms, 
front nnd back entrances, park 
Jng space. $90 month. Long lease 




AUCTION OF TIMBER SALE 
, X 75598
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction at 11:00 a.m. 
Friday, January 10, 1958, in the 
office of the Forest Ranger, Kel­
owna, B.C., the Licence X 75598, 
to cut 37,000 cubic feet of Spruce, 
Balsam and other spicies saW- 
longs on an area situated South 
side Postill Lake.
Twp (2) years will be - allowed 
for removal of timber,
Provided anyone who Is un­
able to attend the auction in 
person may submit a sealed 
tender, to be opened at the hour 
of auction and treated as one 
bid.
Further pnrticular.s may be 
obtained from the District For­
ester, Knn\!oops, B.C,; or the 
Forest Ranger, Kelowna, B.C.
lemon Juice. Stir into the cook­
ing chicken.. Sth^heat until al­
most boiling, but do not boU.
Serve on a large deep round 
platter. Garnish with minced 
parsley. Border with whipped 
potato, ringed with green peas.
Tasty and sweetened by frost­
bite, parsnips are a t their best. 




B j^ e d  Swordfish 
' Lemon Butter 
Flaky Potatoes 
Browned Parsnips 
Fig Tapioca Cream 
Coffee' or Tea Milk
Ftg Taploea Cream; Make up 
1 recipe for Instant tapioca cream 
following pkg. directions a n d  
adding 1 tsp. grated crushed 
orange rind. Stir in Mi c. bits of 
tenderized figs.
Just before serving fold in 1 
whipped egg white. 
SUGGESTION OF THE CHEF 
Barely cover orange i- grape 
cocktail with bottled cranberry 
Juice.
NEW IN THE LINE of holiday goodies for children to make at home 
are Kris Kringlettes—chocolate-corered morsels of yarlous kinds.
U.S. Tests 
New Jupiter
CAPE C A N A V E R A L ,  Fla 
(AP)—The United States .army 
test-launched a fiery, thundering 
Jupiter rocket from the missile 
test centre near here Wednesday 
night.
From the moment of flaming 
takeoff until the torch dimmed 
put high in a starry sky some 
four minutes later, it appeared 
to-be a most successful launch­
ing.
But the defence department 
said later that the missile failed 
to complete its full flight because 
of technical difficulties.
What that meant in terms of 
range, speed and accuracy was 
not explained.
The Jupiter Is an intermediate- 
range ballistic missile designed 
to deliver a nuclear warhead 
upon a target 1,500 miles distant. 
In one launching a Jupiter trav­
elled 2,200 miles.
It is one of the most spectacu­
lar of all the missiles, in the voW' 
ume of light, heat and noise It 
produces.
sels, V4 c. light corn syrup and 
1 tbsp. water. Heat over simmer­
ing hot water until the chocolate 
melts.
Remove from the double boiler. 
Stir in 2 c. fresh, very crisp puf­
fed cereal-of any kind.
Drop at once by tca^poonfuls 
onto waxed paper. Chill until 
firm. Makes IVi to 3 doz.
Variations: Follow the preced­
ing directions, but use 3 tbsp. 
light corn syrup and any of the 
following in place of cereal—1 ^  
c. shredded coconut; IVz c. seed­
ed raisins; 1 (614 oz.) pkg. pitted 
dates, cut in eights; 1 c. unsalted, 
shelled peanuts.
The National Geographic Soch 
ety of Washington, D.C., was in­
augurated in 1888 with Gardiner 
Greene Hubbard aS: first'presi­
dent.
Fricassee of Chicken Francals:
Clean a 3V4 to 4 Ih all-purpose 
chicken. Rinse with cold, water; 
dry. Cut in serving sections; di­
vide the breast and legs in 
Itortions.,
In a heavy 3-qt. saucepan, melt 
3 tb$p. butter or margarine. Slow- 
brown the chicken in this. Dust 
with 14 c. flour mixed with IMt 
tsp. salt, 1 tsp. monosodium 
glutamate, and Mi tsp, pepper. 
Turn to coat all over; le t any re­
maining flour brown.
Coyer.
Stir in 5 c.- boiling water and 
5 chicken or beef IwuiUon- subes
Simfner-hoil. 1*,4 - hlrs. or until 
the chicken is fork-tender..
Seven rain, before serving,- add 
12 cooked t small onions • and 12 
washed shiaU 'muslirboiri crowns 
Beat ,2 eggs with 3 tbsp.'.undUu- 
ted evaporated milk and % tsp.
SAYS U.S. ARMS 
PROTECT BATISTA
Dr. Manuel Antonio de Ver­
ona, one of the Cuban revolt 
leaders, is shown as he talked 
with newsmen in Chicago be­
fore addressing a mass meet­
ing of groups sympathetic to 
the revolutionary cause. He 
declared that U.S. arms are 
being used to “ protect” Presh 
dent Fulegnio Batista’s "dic- 
torial control in Cuba.”
JAPANESE FARMS
Farming households in Japan 
now have about 6,000,000 popula­
tion, compared with 5.400,000 be­
fore the Second World War.
RELATIVE SIZE
The moon has a diameter of 
2,162 miles, compared to earth’s 
measure of 7,927 between the 
poles.
S a n t a  S a y v .
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE -  
Rooms, dnvi week or monlh. 
Community kitchen, fully equli)- 
1̂ .  924 Bernard Avo. Plionc
4 l k  ___ - ■ 08
FOUR ROOM SyiTE NEWLY 
decorated, furnished, heated. Air 
conditioned. Private entrance. 
Phono 3104. , tf
WARM FURNISHED SLEEP 
room, Bernard Lodge, 911 Bcr- 
hOrd. phono 2215. tf
APARTMENT-THREE ROOMs’ 
kitchen. Hvingroom. bedroom nnd 
bath. Downtown ajportment; A|> 
ply, offlco Bennett’s Store. 102
T \fe ~ o ii 'lc E S  a' b6 v e “¥ e n - 
NETTS store, ono facing Ber­
nard Ave. Newly decorated, 
,S10ors tiled, halls finished, i»f- 
flccsl will bo painted to suit 
tenant). These oiflces offer boat, 
lights and are an Ideal location 
Apply offlco at BennoU’s Store.
'  ̂ ' 102
IftED TOP AUTO COURT
Weekly or Monthly Rates 
Complete Conveniences







I Insertion ---------per word 3#
3 consecutive
Insertions »»   per word
8 consecutive insertions 
or more     per word
ClasslOed Display
One insertion ....$1.12 inch
3 consecutive :
Insertions ........ 1.03 Inch
8 consecutive insertions 
or more —-- ----- ------ 93 inch
Clanlfledl Cards
$ cotint tinea dally__$ 9.00 month
Dally for 0 months „  8.00 month 
Each additional tine .  2.00 month
Ono inch dally ----- - 17.90 month
Jne Inch 
a llmea w eek__ _  1090 month
TEACHING AID
Tl)o Unlvcralty of Mexico em­
ploys television to teach funda­
mentals of anatomy and physlol-
oity.' X"' .;' . . __ _ __ _
MINERAL WEALTH
New mineral discoveries 
West Pakistan inchldc gold dc- 
posiUi. copper pro and marble.
9242 ONE SIZE-LARGE
T U M M W i'f l lA tlM
FOR LARGER SIZES" ■ , *
Jiffy-cut aprons-—designed just 
for larger women. They’re gener­
ously cut for plenty of covcrui>^ 
with long back tics.
Printed Pattern 9242: Each
apron pattern nil one piece. 3 
•styles included, Womcn^s Large 
Size only. Upper version, 1% 
ynrd.s 35-inch; middle I ’/s; lower 
one takes P/« yards.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern p a rt., Easier, accurate.
Send FHTY CENTS (50c) in 
coins (atamp.s cannot bo accept
The pretty nnd practical com­
bined in this apron pattern! Ap­
plique tulips lend gay color. 
Hanging from waistband at each 
side, a protective potholder.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern to LAURA 
WHEELER, Ncedlccraft Dept., 
Kelowna Courier Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. Wdst, Toronto, Print 
plainly PATTERN NUMBER, 
your NAME nnd ADDRESS.
As n bonus, TWO complete pat­
terns arc printed right in our 
1957 Laura Wheeler Necdlccraft 
Rook, Dozcn.s of other designs 
you'll want to order—easy fhscin 
ating handwork (or yourself, your 
home, gifts, bnznnr items. Send 
25 cents for your copy of this book 
today 1
FAMED TLE
Glamis Castle in S c o t l a n d , I  
which came into possession of the 
Lyon family in the 14th century, 





Police .........    Dial 3300
Hospital _ ____     Dial 4000
Fire H a ll______ i..-P la l 115
Ambulance _______ Dial 119
MED1CA1> DIRECTORY 
SERVICE
U uilkble to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sundays, Holidays and 
Wednesdaya 
2 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. .
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS




Phone or m all yq iir 
Christmas gift order to­
day to our Circulation 
Dept,. Don't put it off.
f o r  S o m e o n e  A w a y  f r o m  H o m e i
•  SANTA’S RIGHTl News from home In 
the form of a gift subscription to this 
newspaper, wiU make a wonderful present 
for someone on -your Christmat list. For 
a son or daughter at college, a loved one 
in Service, or a relative living out of town 
who longs for news of all that happens, 
here!
A GIFT subscription will say ’’Merry, , 
Christmas” not Just once, but EVERY! i 
day I Long after other gifts are forgotten, 
yours will continue to bring the most wel- 
coirie: of all news—HOMEl NEWS I Plus, 
tile - ctijoyhble' features that only one’s 
favorite newspaper can provide!
IT’S SO EASY to order—Just give us 
the name and address of the person you 
wish to remember. We will announce your 
gift with a colorful Holiday greeting, and 
begin delivery'At Christmas.
cd) for this pattern. Please print
Swu! r o o m  a n d  b o a r d  b y  g e n e  AHERN
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, c/o Kelowna Courier,
Pattern Dept,, 60 Front St, West,
Toronto.
DAligl.










^  TOUR THEORf 15 THAflRERE'S 
A (5»fEAr lAVER OP (3A5 THOOSMiPS 
OF/WUSUlfWlCH THE )M)0M 
(tcmrcooiPiaxxiNANPMnt.
: WITH 0W6EN P0(t INFIAMMABLE 
FyEL...Blff TOlTRE NOr SlST.J 
50 WHATS WR0N5 WlD) JU5T 
SENP l̂GlFAKOCKETDPRAW 
IM IKE OAS, THEN COM POVW
MTH A SMPit TO
mm^TPiPNT 
T rtN K O F m t..M  
\  ac£Limnp5M..
“OdIuW you over gueax, Prowo- 





exactiv a s ’ 
■you HAVE ' 
CTATEP rr/
RATES: By carrier, city and district, 1 year, $13.00; 6  mOnths, $6,50; 3 nionths, 
$3.25. By mail in B.C., 1 year  ̂ $6.00; ,6 months, $3.50; 3 months, $2.00. Outside 
B.C. and U.S,A.; 1 year, $15.00;. 6 months, $7.50; 3 months, $3.75.
SEND THIS COUFON TO THE DAILY COURIER *
i the Dally Courier,
Kelowna, B.C.
I enclose $.......... . Please send .The Delly Couricriot
F m ts  . 






Send GUt Caril, Tcrtihg Glirt Subscription Sent Byt
; ' . j 4  ̂ f ‘ ! .1 . I >t ' .




BiAR, DOG FORM FRIEM)SHIP n o . ,  DEC. M. U5T TQS DAILY COUBnCB.
C O N T R A C T  BRIDGE
B r B. JA \ iiECKEE 
(Top Beeotd'BoUer In Uosterf' 
Individaal Cbanudpiuiiii} Play)
X QUIZ
You are the dealer, neither 
side vulnerable, and have open­
ed One Club. Partner has re­
sponded QoA Diamond. What do 
you now Idd with each of the 
following four hands?
L 4AKS t J  4QJ92 4AQ9«3{ 
2. BAQ« VAJ 4Q 9 4KQJS93 
8. 4 K J2  VAQ. ^9 « i3  4Q J83 
4.>AQ9i « l  # l» t  4 AKOn;
t .  T h re e  d la tn o i^ .
bid- may
This could be the end of a 
beautiful friendship and the be­
ginning of a major battle as 
well, since bears as a rule 
don’t  tolerate pooches muscling 
in o n , their dinners. But the
bear involve is Teddy, mascot 
of a U.S. regiment in Germany,i 
who has become civll^eed to the 
point of malting friends with 
Ctount. a boxer dog of the neigh­
borhood. t
Since the 
opening dub   have been 
based on minimum values of, 
siy.^ IS to U  iwlnts, it becomes 
necessiry to iaentify the extra 
values, as well as the good suit 
fit, ^  giving a sUo r i^ e .
The jump to three diamonds 
guarantees four trumps, a high 
card contact that mpy 'rang4 
hrom IS to 18 pomts, and some 
<Ustributional Vahies. Partner is 
not compelled to bid again over 
t h m  diamonds. Ha is . merely 
being urged to continue bidding 
if he has more than a minimum 
diamond response. If it turn^ out 
partner's hand is so poor that 
he is unable to bid again over 
three diamonds, game is 
trembly unlikely.
2. Three notrump^ No invita­
tion to game (such as three 
dubs or two notnunp) should be 
Issued in a hand where the play 
for gapie, once partner has re­
sponded, already seems satis­
factory. *
There is no guarantee three no-
trump will be made, but th?> pros­
pects are good enough to war­
rant the undertaking even 
though partner may bavo had 
only a minimum respoose. The 
risk that partner may pass two 
notrump or three dubs should 
not. be run. With a ; good club 
suit to work ma, and' enough high 
cards to take care of most con­
tingencies. geme should be bid 
forthidth. •
3. (hie notrump. The minimum 
opening bid and balanced distri­
bution are best described by the 
s h ^ l f  bid of notrump. If 
there is a notxtunp game in the 
band, it is also propebly best that 
it be played from the opener's 
seat
Although the diamond length 
^ouU ordinarily call for an Im* 
mediate single raise of partner’s 
suit, such action is not-advised In 
this deal. Responder might ex­
pect better distributional features 
with a. direct raise, or more In
*'*5!*']^^spade8. Partner must 
be ap p ^ ed  of the tremendous 
game prospects. The jump shift 
by the opening bidder alerts re­
sponded that even though he may 
have had only six points lor his 
diamond response they are 
enough to produce game.
■The opening bidder has good 
cx* .reason to think'so. There is suf­
ficient flexibUity. depending on 
partner’s holding, to undertake a 
game in spades, diamonds, clubs, 
or notrump. Responder, over .the 
two spare bid, takes his pick as 
his hand indicates. Since the two 
spade bid identifies a powerful 
hand, slam possibilities are at 
the same time inferred.
DAILY CROSSWORD
, So. instead of a battle royal, 
there is a friendly scuffle with 
plenty of snarling and growling 
but no fur flying. Count and
Teddy put on this display of 
friendly ferocity often for visi­
tors and regimental personnel.
QUEEN VS. IKE
ACROSS



















122. An oar 
|25. Stunted 
things 












138. Form of 
lotto
139. Reptile
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By EDDY GILMORE -
PARIS (AP)—A sparkling con­
troversy bubbled over P ^ is  to­
day as to who had the best'cham- 
raghe. President Eisenhower pr 
'^ e e n  Elizabeth.
One thing was certain — the 
Queen had more Variety.
She was here in April on a
I
CCF Introduces 
Bill To Abolish 
Death Penalty
OTTAWA (CP)—A bUl to abol­
ish the death penalty for murder 
in Canada was introduced in the 
Commons .today by Harold Winch 
(CCF — Vrincouver East). It 
would provide for life imprison­
ment Instead.
Mr. Winch said the bill would 
limit the death penalty to those 
convicted of treason, the levying 
of tvar or piracy.
The CCF member has been 
vigorous advocate of abolishing 
capitol punishment. A joint Com­
mons-Senate committee 'recom­
mended last year that the death 
penalty be retained, but that 
death by electrocution or gas 
chamber be substituted for. the 
present method of hanging, '
three-day state visit.
The American president’s Paris 
visit was for five da^s and nights 
during the NATO summit confer­
ence.
During the Queen’s three'days 
she was served 10 different cham­
pagnes. Eisenhower got two.
liie  real test for champagne is 
which wine French President 
Rene Coty selects for dinners he 
gives guests al his Elysee Palace.
MOT POOL
The outdoor pool at Upper Hot 
Springs in Banff national park 
open all year round, has a tem­



































DAILY CRYTQQUOTE — Here’s how to work it;
A X Y D L B A A X E  
is L 0  N Q P  E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
and one to the president. He also|lo^ three L’s, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, apostrophes. 
He gave a dinner to the Queen the length and'formation of the vrords are all hints. Each day the 
had Eisenhower to lunch. ' code letters are different;
Champagne graced his groan- .
* ■ “ ■ - A Cryptogram Quotation
YOUR HOROSCOPE
0 Stars
ing ^ a r d  oh all three occasions 
For the-Queen, Coty served 
Heidsicck 1952, a Splendid year, 
but a slightly sweet wine for 
some jaded tastes.
DOTH GOOl̂ D
Elsenhower got Veuve Cllquot 
Dry, 1949, at his dinner and Dom 
Perignon, named for the monk 
who Invehted champagne, for 
lunch.
Asked which was the best 
wine, Francois Grandjean,' a vet­
eran steward at a Paris restau­
rant where champagne flows as 
freely as the Seine, frowned.
“Ze Francho,” hc snidjn his I For'Tomorrow 
best English, "do nod loog at THIS day’s aspects are some- 
champagne theese way. All cham-what restrictive where personal 
pagne in lYance ees gud." relationships are concerned. Don't
‘But, which is best?” expect too much cooperation
“You mees ze point. For one from business- associates and
guest ze Franche serve one sing, don’t expect too much from soc
for anozzer.^ahozzer ring." ini, nctivltlcs. Tension on the part 
He said President Coty prob- of many makes it imperative that 
ably seized a slightly sweeter L ii be tactful if trouble’s to be 
wine to the Queen because ladies nvoided 
usually,like sweeter things thnn|For the Birthday 
■*“ If tomorrow is your birthday,
your horoscope indicates that you 
should start looking ahead NOW! 
Foresight and good judgment 
used in planning and executing 
your programs during the next 
six months will prove highly re­
warding from bothjob and mone 
tary standpoints. Take the long
G H V S  B L F T  B K M Y  E O R R T F  G H L T F R -  
E K L U  E U H L F A E l — A M N .
Yesterday’s Crytoauo,te: BE WISE WITH SPEED; A FOOL 
\T  FORTY IS A FOOL INDEED — YOUNG.
wFwRiBrr 1MB WOKKR
MISSJCMES.
VOU# A •ItlseORN' 
c& a-JusT uom r 
u n e
t URMVBPUCM.^ 1
IT, CAPTAIN, m  
AStRANQK 
souNarrSMor 








YO ttW ISTIQ A Tf.
do gentlemen.
Ripley's BELIEVE IT OR NOT
ourr
A u n tfo m K iiiB iso y fic, v;ut»ia
AOMOtiOH IN WrpFECr 
HCAUH dPENTAMONTH:, 
our OF EVERY YEAR IN BCD 
. R)R Ttoi LAST IE years OF 
HIS
MOW n m m  D evon! m ,
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YB4\R aho h o u r
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range view in all ventures, how­
ever. Doon't look for immediate 
gains. '
This new year in your life 
promises great happiness in home 
and family matters, some inter­
esting social experiences and, if 
single, a possible new romance 
between June and Septeihber., 
Look for opportunities to make 
short trips in May, August and 
November.
A child born tn  this day will 
bo Intelligent, sclf-‘Confldcnt and 
endowed with unusual' executive, 
ability.
One good'tree planted by John 
McIntosh, at Dundas, Ont., was 
the source of all McIntosh apples 
grown today.
THE OLD HOME TOW N -  Stanley
^  HOMBsir̂ n* WAS rou« h! 
>.WB DieWr HAVe it  ©ood-
^  W BO/H#
, filD B  0 " I H  T l^ C K S —
o v ro e  VWHBIW ^ o r A M i i y
MAO MOW S t h a n  T W O  
C A « a  A T A T » M g ^
I I
s t d p i t '—c w V  J O  
BREAKfM'ATv'MeARi:









^ WHATTI USTEN, DOCf \  s u r  my FK1N05 AM 
TKBY have (VORE I FABEi TWSY NBeO A 
ONR dUPEP MtCSlLB /LSAOeR TO SOOB MM- 






ARE YOU LEAVING 
TEN MINLITES 
EARLY?,
WeLL,I WAS TEN MINUTES 
LATE THIS MORNING 










LINE TELEPHONE M 
IS OUT O'ORDER.'
M i
DUE T ’ COLDS THERE'LL 
BE NO CLUB MEETINO . 
FOR a n o t h e r  m o n t h .'
AN’AUNT JOSIE 
IS OUT O'TOWN ON 
A LOt^O VISIT...J "
g B j - ig r
...SO IF I’M OONNA KEEPyP  
WITH TH' LOCAL OOIN’S-ON 
I'D BETTER OBTA PERMANENT, 
OR SOMBTHlir..//
12-20
HERE'S WHERE MV FAVORITE 
FISBON LIVES I WONDER WHAT X 




































1 TOLD VOU 7MB ORBAT, 
BALDWIN'S HIOH-WIRB 
TgidK  TO OBT O N ,0 0 / 
THB PAYROLL TRAIN  
WOULD W O R K /
DON’T BRAD 7 0 0  
6 0 0 N , P U ZZf 
ROfiiBItS WAS
6BBf I  KNEW VDU'O 
CATCH A CCU7.TAKIN0. 
SAMMY FOR A SLEIGH RiOe! 
Besosfl I  TDlO VOUNOT TO 
HIM THAT new 6LBD 
TTLLClVtiSWASf
B U riT  WAS (SUCH 
A  NCB aNCWPALL 
X WANTED TO  
TAKB AOVAMrAdB 








(N LBTTINDTHR KIDS USB 
•n€«<SlFra WHEN THE 
TWa IS RIPS/ m
r '
J N  AACr.X THINK il l  OIVB 
VICKIE HBR(P(W 0TMAS 
PRESENT NOW / SHE CAM^ 
TRY o u r  HER JUNIO R  
MEDlONB K lfo N A lB g
n u  D EC . n ,  u s i THE DAILT COOBE* 10
SHIP KIUJER ■ THE LITTLE STORE OFF THE BEATEN PATH |
b r i n g s  THE B IpG EST V a l u e  IN  K E L O W N A  A N D  D IS TR IC T *
No Fancy Fixtures —No High Overhead—We Pass the Savings on to You
By AL MABKLE 
Canadiao Press Staff Wrikr
(SEE PICTCBE PAGE 3)
CAMPBE2JU R I V E R ,  B.C 
(CP) — A 13,000.000 engineering 
project will be blasted skyward 
iMixt spring in an all-out effort 
to ‘ ellmnate one of Canada’s 
worst marine hazards.
It is hoped the explosion will 
signal the end of Ripple Rock, 
a  treacherous, twin-peaked sub­
marine menace in Seymour Nar­
rows, 10 miles north of this Van­
couver Island town, which has 
claimed 114 lives in marine dis­
asters. '  s
The project was undertaken by 
the federal govemmeht early in 
1956 In a "(tost be damned” ab 
^tempt to rid the British Columbia 
coast of a hazard that has de­
stroyed or heavily damaged at 
least 16 ships since 1875.
The explosion, expected to be 
one of the strongest non-nuclear 
' blasts ever touched off in North 
America, will destroy an Intri­
cate network of tunnels built in 
the last two years to get a t the 
rock. Since 1943 two attempts to 
destroy the rock have proved un- 
'  successful and finally the federal 
government decided that under­
ground tunnelling was the best 
, way to tackle the job.
^ p p le  Rock Is in the southern 
entrance of the narrows, a body 
V of water two miles long and
* about a half-mile wide, with Van 
couver Island to the v/est and 
Quadra and Maud islands to the
' east. The rock’s south peak is 
within 10 feet of the surface at 
. low tide, the north peak within 
20 feet.
The protected channel provided 
by the narrows cuts hundreds of 
miles off the open-sea distance
• between ilorthem and southern 
Pacific coast ports.
But to use it at any other time 
than the two daily slack-water 
. periods—perhaps a total of 80 
minutes — means that skippers 
hhve to Judge and compensate 
for tides that swirl through the 
channel as fast as 17 miles an 
hour.
,Col. Cyrus B. North of Van­
couver, best known for his Sec­
ond World War work at Gibral­
tar, is in charge of the project.
' Col. .North was commanding of­
ficer of the 2nd Canadian Tun­
nelling Company (RE) in 1941 
and 1942 and his job was to e* 
tend-and expand Gibraltar forti­
fications and galleries to two or 
three times their previous limits
IRs superintendent at Ripple 
Rock Is Jack Buchanan. Between 
tiem  they supervise about 70 
miles through three shifts daily, 
working for the northern con­
struction company and J . W. 
Stewart Limited of Vancouver, 
the contractors. Boyles Brothers 
Limited. Vancouver, is doing the 
diamond drilling.
Tunnelling started when a 500- 
foot shaft was dropped straight 
down from the top of Maud 
Island.
At the bottom of Uie shaft 
tunnel was blasted towards the 
west and at 1,900 feet , was split, 
with one arm heading for the 
north pinnacle and one for the 
south. Raises were started under 
the highest points of the peaks 
and carried up more than 300 
feet tat sub-levels, running east 
and west. Smaller tmmels have 
been pushed upwards at various 
angles and will be used to hmise 
the 750 tons of special explosive 
used in the blast.
Blasting out of the drifts and 
entries will continue until six 
weeks .before the actual blast, On  
scheduled for early April. ^
The blast will take six weeks 
to prepare. The special explo­
sive." packed in more than 30.000 
canisters, will be placed under- 
grpund at the rate of 50 tons a 
day. Special detonating devices 
one for every 1,000 canisters, and 
about 2,000 tons of sandbags, will 
go underground at the same rate,
The single explosion will prob­
ably be heard in Vancouver. 85 
miles south.
Seismographs will be set up as 
far east as Calgary as part of 
Canada’s contribution to-the In­
ternational Geophysical Y e ,a r. 
Scientists hope the. blast will 
prove or disprove the theory that |j f  
mountains are like Icebergs, with ^  
two-thirds of their bulk hidden 
away beneath'the surface of the 
earth.
Authorities estimate that the 
blast produced by the 750 tons 
of explosive will break closed 
windows 25 miles away. It is w 
honed that 65,000 tons of rock w  
will be blown frop^ the two ̂  
peaks* lowering them 30-40 feet
Thousands of fisifi will be killed 
by the shock wave and wild life 
for miles around will be stamp­
eded.
The blast will be fired from 
bunker on Quadra Isldnd, about
■ ’ - V
SALE STARTS TONITE AT BELGO MOTORS
,500 feet from the north peak 
oi the rock.
Attempts to blast Ripple Rock 
from the top have been defeated 
by the heavy tides. The attempts 
involved the construction of a 
platform, 'moored by cables over 
the rock and the detonation of 
explosives. They cost $1,000,000.
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avaiiAd l e  At  LONG’S
Flash Cameras. Flash Guns, 
Flash Bulbs, Camera Cases, 
tight Meters, Tripods, Vlew- 
erst Projectora, Screens, Movie 
Cameras, Light Ban, View- 
maaten, VIewmaster Packets. 
Here are gifts to thrill young 
or eld.
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
rWhera All Kelowna Saves’
VICTORIA (CP) — Chief Jus­
tice Gordon Sloan of British 
Columbia, who will become 
forestry adviser to the B.C. gov­
ernment at the beginning of 
1958, will be paid $50,000 a year.
This makes him and James 
Coyne, Governor of the Bank of! 
Canada, the second highest-paid 
public official in Canada. The 
only official who makes »more— 
$75,000—is Donald Gordon, i>resi- 
dent of the Canadian National 
Railways.
This is how the Chief Justice’s 
salary compares with other pub­
lic men:
It is twice as . much as John 
Foster Dulles is paid' by the 
United States CJovemment.
It is $1,400 more .than Gover­
nor-General Vincent Massey re­
ceives.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker 
receives $37,000.
President Eisenhower’s sa la ^  
is $100,000.
Chief Justice Patrick Kerwln 
of the Supreme Court of Canada 
gets $27,500.
And B.C.’s Premier Bennett^ 
who gave Chief Justice Sloan his 
new job, receives only $15,000 
plus a sessional Indemnity of 
$5,000.
The federal government used 
to pay the judge’s $20,000 salary. 
Now the provincial government 
pays all the $50,000 but Ottawa 
vill take almost $21,000 off it in 
ncomc.tax.
MAYTAG AUTOMATIC WASHER &  DRYER
$9
i i T -  .-P
H O O V E R
•Itctrlc flOORNUSin
Yes, lady, this newest Hoover is really it!~ 
You simply guide your .Hoover Polisher 
. . .  and twin; swiftly rotating brushes put 
a sparkling lustre on all surfaces in no 
time at aU. And-rPxclusive features! Biot­
in headlight . . . clip-pn plug . ■ . double 
storage method. Yes, lady, see it soon. Try 
the new Hoover' polisher. You won’t  be 
happy ’til it’s yoiurs. See it today. : "
•  Cleans all floor
•  Applies the wax
BRUSHES —  BUFFS —  POLISHES




W ith your choiwO of
1. Slow or normal speed 
for delicate or regular 
fabrics
2. Automatically control­
led water level, and
3. Hot, warm or new cold
water! '
•  M ODERN STYLING— Full width 
raised back panel usually found in 
top-o£-line.
•  LID SHUT SWITCH. When lid is 
' fully opened all washer action
stops.
•  FLEXIBLE CONTROLS —  Fills, 
washes, rinses, spins damp dry and
„-shuts off automatically. ,
G
Less Trade-in On 
Your Old Washer M
S A V E  1 0 ^ 5 ! YOU PAY . . .
m e r r y  m e n a g e r ie





You can saVe plenty today on  
the purchase of a famous 
Hoover Constellation!  ̂This is 
the cleaner with the amazing 
Double-Stitch Hose . . , the 
large, throw-away tUirt 'bag. . .  
the smooth, , quiet power, A  
genuine Hoover, carrying com­
plete factory guarantee, but at 
a new, low price! Order soon,
REDUCED. . . ELECTROHOME TV!
I  bI l i i i i '
m
m W
’Tt keeps me from catching 1 ^  





G IV E  B O O K  T IC K E T S FO R C H R IST M A S
mniifiUEl A B V D ^
In l i b  W«rfcPt,fMb|i AHnfst
m i
M iiu n K 'M m i  
im iin p H B
pielniii oHoil
Twia* Nlglitly <— 7:00 And 9:00 p.i»9 
Snturday. CAntlniimu from 1:00 Ex^n Carloona
If' --1 "j  ̂ ...\ '...........
Reg. 9 9 .9 5  
Special . 8 9 5 0
GIft’Wrapped lor Christmas.
SEE ALSO Tho Hoover Deluxe walk- 
on-air model. Only 124.50 
less trade-in
TIIEKINGSWAY
Elcctrohomc’a famous 22-tubo Elcctro-Matlc chassis, 
coupled with the tried and proven short netk DO’ 
picture tube, delivers 2l"<of clear, sharp picture, 
even in fringe areas. Four Interference guards In­
clude aluminum foil cabinet lining. DeRcraf^ cabinet 
' is delightfully slim and graceful. Bass control accents 
tasteful grille cloth, self-balancing brass feet; add to ' 
overall beauty. Available with nil channel U .II.F .- 
tuner. Cabinet finished In. Walnut. Mahogany, Atdumn; 
Leaf Mahogany, or Light Oak, Cabinet dimensions— 
34” high X 27^4" wide x 17” deep. ' \ '
Reg. 399.95 Less $40 
Radio Trade-In:
YOU PAY — ........... 3 5 9 9 5
THE CHICOPEE
Available with optional UHF tuner. Twenty-two tuba 
transformer-powered chassis, and the tried and 
proven short neck 90* picture tube provide superb 
picture even in fringe areas. F6ur interference 
guards. Including aluminum foil cabinet lining, keep 
picture sharp and clear. Includes. A.C, convenience 
outlet, tinted ond tempered romovoblo safety glass, 
and separate tone control. Dellcraft cobinot hand 
jme : 
lohogi
35” hlgh 'x 211/16” 'wide x 109/10” deep.
s :
so in your choice of Mahogony, Autumn Leaf 
Ma any, Walnut, or Light Onk. Cabinet dimensions
Reg. 395.95. Uss $40 
Radio TradC'In.
YOU PAY................. 3 5 5 9 5
O N  THE R O A D P H O N E  6 0 3 7
i
ii 1 '
